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The whole art of teaching is only the art of 
awakening the natural curiosity of young minds 
for the purpose of satisfying it afterwards. 
-Anatole France 




On January I st , 1969, The Essex County 
Board of Education became a legal body responsible 
fo r the educational programme of all public, 
elementary and secondary school pupils in the 
County o f Essex, excluding the City of Windsor. 
The basic philosophy of the new Board is that there 
must be equaUty of educational opportuni ty for 
each child in the County. This is easy to say, but 
much more difficult to achieve. In Essex County, 
there is a wide range of quality in school buildings, 
in equipment and in programme. This can only be 
remedied over several years. 
Some of the immediate objectives of the Board are: 
(1) to eliminate the one, two and three room schools and to replace them with large, well-equip-
ped. flexible schools; 
(2) to upgrade and modernize the equipment in the schools; 
(3) to revise the curriculum so that each child can learn in a way and at a rate that best meets his 
needs; 
(4) to enrich the programmes by introducing and supporting programmes in music and art as well 
as in other areas where pupils have special aptitudes and abilities. 
This is a large challenge but the members of the Board are enthusiastically working to find 
satisfactory but economical solutions and we ask that you join with them in developing one of the finest 
educational systems in the province of Ontario. 
May your education be a meaningful experience that will pern1it you to lead a satisfying life and at 
the same time, appreciate and understand the problems of others. 
6 
- William Wood 
Director of Education 
Essex County Board of Education 
In January 1969, the Essex County Board of 
Education was formed to replace some five form-
er High School Boards and about forty Public 
School Boards. In similar manner, former 
Separate School Boards were replaced by the new 
Essex County Separate School Board. 
Mr. R. A. Cozens, former principal of General Amherst High School at Amherstburg, is the 
County Superintendent of Education (Secondary). He is charged with assisting principals and teachers 
to provide the best educational opportunities for all teenagers o f Essex county. The present six 
secondary schools in the county wilJ increase to seven next September and to eight by September 
197 l. There is a good possibility that a ninth will be needed for September 1972. 
Mr. Cozens urges all Leamington District Secondary School students to make the best possible 
use of their educational opportunities. He hopes that a good number will consider teaching as a 
profession and will be available to provide top quality teachers for Essex County. 
7 
Mr. R. A. Coiens 
Superintendent of Secondary Schools 
Essex County 
,:t 
"The old order changeth .... " 
Another school year draws to a close and another 
issue of the "Phoebus" is in our hands. With this 
Yearbook, we recognize those young people who are 
joining the many others as graduates of the Leaming-
ton District Secondary School. To them, we offer our 
warm wishes for their continued success in life. 
To be young to-day is not only to enjoy many 
advantages and comforts unknown to former genera-
tions but to suffer many trials and to cope with many 
problems which did not plague our forefathers. 
Dissatisfaction with what is around us is not a bad 
thing if it prompts us to seek betterment, but the best 
sort of dissatisfaction in the long run is self-dissatis-
faction which leads to improving ourselves. 
It is to be expected that you will make the best 
use of the things that are within your power. Do not 
be content to live a mediocre life, pleasurable as it 
may be, but aspire to reach a high peak of excellence. 
Merely having ability and a good education is, of 
course, no reserved ticket to successful achievement. 
Doing what has to be done increases the chance of 
success and this involves the use of a four-letter word 
that there is no disgrace in using: "work". 
J.N. Hume 
Principal 
It is with regret that the Phoebus Staff has learned that the Class of '70 would be the last class to 
graduate under the principalship of Mr. J.N. Hume. Mr. Hume has submitted his resignation to be effective 
this June. We would be very remiss if we did not pay tribute to this man who has played such a prominent 
role in molding the image of the Leamington District Secondary School. This school has become well-
known and respected throughout Ontario for its scholarship, efficiency, and discipline. 
Under Mr. Hume's guidance for thirty-seven years, first as a teacher and since 1941 as principal, 
thousands of students have earned their senior matriculation and many thousands more their junior 
matriculation, many of them second generation students. The quality of life in this community could 
scarcely fail to have been influenced by his philosophy of education. Probably no man in public life has 
touched so many lives in the Leamington area. He will be greatly missed in this school and not soon 
forgotten. 
" .... yielding place to new." 





MR. C. B. MILLER 
Vice-Principal 
MR. N. G. WILDFONG 
Vice-Principal 
OFFICE STAFF 
Left to Right: Mrs. R. V. lmpem, Mrs. H.L. Rempel, Mrs. M.A. Col/em, Mrs. K.D. Klym, Miss s'l Thomas, Mrs. M.l. Peterson 
(Office Head) 9 
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT HEADS 
MR. R.G. CHISHOLM. B.A. 
Geogr:iphy 
MR. H.S. COBBLEDICK, B.S.A. MR. J .N. DRIEDGER, B.A. 
Science English 
MR. H. HILDEBRANDT. B.Sc. 
Mathematics 
MISS E.W. MONTG0~1ERY, 8 .A. MR. K.R. ~IYERS. B.A., Bf>E 
Physical Educa1ion 
MR. G.A. POZZO. B.A. 
Home Economics 
... AND ASSISTANTS 
,\Ir. W.S. Blake, now retired, taught wi.Jh emlmsillsm at t,,D.S.S. for eight 011d one half years. During 
these years he was the Head of the History Department. By the sn1de111she will be remembered 1101011/y 
for his great teaching abiliry but also for his keen interesi in yo111lt and tlzeir eiews on democracy. 
Latin 
-
MR. R.M. DERKSEN. B.Sc. 
Malhemalics 
MJSS P.A. TERNAN. B.A. 
English 
MR. C.W. IVES. B.A. 
History 
MR. N.G. WILDFONG, M.A. 
French 
MR. M.L. GRETES. B.Ac.A. 
Physics 






MISS E.J. FULLERTON. B.A. \IR. L.D. GRA YOON. 8.A. 
Direc tor Assistant Director 
-d~<!3~ ACADEMIC STAF~p --__.,..--
\lR, L.W. BARNARD. B.S.A. 
Science 
MRS. P.L. BAUERHEL\I. B.A. 
Latin. English 
Studmt 11U'tJ/i·eme111 is ntteSSllr)' tu m11J..e a subject intunti1f8. 
.\Jr /.,,1,sina utn thi:t metlru,l with iuc«ss.. 
J 
~ 
\IISS P.R. BEACll. B.S. 
PhysiC31 Education. Geography 
\IR. H~\I . BRECKOW. B.A. 
Mathematic,; 
\IISS E.A. CAMPBELL. B.A. 
French 
MRS. M. H. BORSCHKE. B.A. )IISS )I. R. BORSCHKE. B.A. 
Counselling. )'3thematics Physic:11 &:ucation 
~IR. G.L BURKE. B.A. Sc. 
Mathematics 
~IR. R.11. COLE. BA 
Engli,h 
J~BA 
-y , J/~(.A..C 0?V\ ~ 
~
MISS M.E. CUDNEY, B.A. MR. D.G. DAVIDSON, B.A. 
English Geography 
MRS. M.J. FINN, B.A. MRS. W. GILLIES. B.A.. B.P.E. 
French Physical Education, English 
MRS. L.A. GRAVITZ. B.A. MRS. M.G. HUTCHlNS. B.A. 
English English. French 
1)7._J/~~ 
MRS. M.H. MAILLOUX. B.A. MRS. G. MARTEL, B.A. 
Librarun Home Economics 
'171-111~ 
Mr. Hildebrandt, th• head of the Mathonatics Department, dononstrates tltac there is ai....•ays time for 
the individual student, as lte assists Ron Boggs, 9DJ2. witlt his math homework. 
MISS H.R. LAMOS, B.A. 
Mathematics 
MR. W.J. McADAM. B.A., B.P.E. 
Phys ical Education, Geography 
MR. J .R. LUSINA. B.A. 
~-~ 
. i
MRS. B.L. MICHIE, B.A. 
History 
MR. L.S. LUVISOTTO. B.A. 
Counselling. French 
l\lRS. Q.M. MORAN 
Occup:itional 
! . 
)HSS \I .A. MURRAY. B.A. MR. P.A. NUNAN. )I.A. 
French English. Geography 
)IR. EX PURR. B.A.. B.P.E. MR. P.C. SAWATZKY. B.A. 
Physical EduC3lion. Ge rman Mathematics 
f/ 
i 
'Y~FA MR. M. VORKAPICH. )I.Sc. Agriculture 
' 
MR. L.E. OWENS. B.A. 
History, English 
MISS RX SCOTT. B.A. 
Art 
MR. R.H. WIEBE. B.Sc. 
Science 
) IR. B.J . PENN ER, B.A.Sc. 
Science 




MRS. E.I. WIGLE. 8.A. 
His tory 
Mr. H.E. Richardson Ira! bun CfJru1ectttl wilh the 
educational S)'Jtem for thirty-two yei1T$, first os 
prindpa.J of the k'hratlcy Co11tintU1tit)n Srhual aJ1d 
later ,u II mathCITllltics (Nrntr at LD.S.S. 
He "'2S highly rq.nJttl by both rite fac11lty 11nd drc 
sntdents with whom he "-orktrl and taught. By his 
studmts, Mr. R ichardson will be l't'membcrcd ...,..,. 
/:zUy as t1 tho,vuzh. p,,tient /Neher .:, rrad,~ ,.1,0 
has girrn SQ/id K'f)wllling in m11thcmaticr to thQUs· 
ands of students. 
MR. W.C. POLLARD. B.A. 
Histo ry 
MRS. H.M. TAYLOR. B.A. 
English 
MR. G.J . WILLIAMS. B.S.A. 
Science. Agriculture 
C10MMERCIAL STAFF 
MISS M.G. MAYCOCK, B.A. MR. W.F. DAROCY, 8.A. 
Director Assistant Director 
M/1/')' Anne Jacobs, 9£3. shows that a f ront setzr in Mr. Zannler's cl4ss can be full of surprises. 
MR. L.J. GILBERT, 8 .Com. l\lR. R.M. HOUSTON. 8.A. 
In grade nine, ()'ping is a new experience. Mr. Osborne explains the fundamentals 
10 Pally lee, 9CJ. 





MR. D. ZANNIER, B.A. 
MR. J.A. BLATC HFORD. B.A 
Director 
MR. G.H. OUCKRELL 
Assistant Director 
,\IR. J .B. ADAMAC HE 
Electricity 
MR. H. DUECKMAN 
Woodworking 
TECHNICAL STAFF 
To tht right: Mr. Duteknum ttochtl anothtr skU/ to 
lhOK who art our f11turt trodunrar. 
Alxme: .\fr. Adamt1cht sh= tluu /Hhind tttry vd/J 
thtrt u a thtory. 
MR. M.G. BRADSHAW 
Drafting. Woodwo rking 
MR. R.E. HEWETT 
Drafting ~ 
l :&~ 
~IR. J. CAREY 
Occup:itional 
MR. P. LEPP 
Auto Mech3nics 
~IR. E.S. CLARK 
Machine Shop 
MR. P.G. LYONS 
Electricity 
Q ~;, ... . 
MR. J.B. DICKIN 
Auto Mechanics 
MR. S. l\llTRO 
Welding. Occupa tional 
-
GRADUATES 
Sow a 111ought, you reap an Act; 
Sow an Act, and you reap a Habit; 
Sow a Habit, and you reap a Character; 
Sow a 01aracter, and you reap a Destiny. 
-Anonymous 
Quoted by Samuel Smiles 
in "Life and Labour" 
Each Stage of Life Has Its 
.. Alas, poor Yorick! I knew him well.·• 






MARY ANDERS, 13A2 
Aim: University of Toronto 
SANDOR ANTAL, 13A2 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario 
JAMES ARMES, 13A3 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario 
KAREN ARNER, 13AI 
Aim: Medical Lab Technologi5t 
JANET ATKINSON, 13A3 
Aim: Registered Nurse -
Toronto 
ANNE BATTRAM, 13Al 
Aim: Ontario College of Art 
- Interior Decorating 
PAUL BEAUPRE, 13Al 
Aim: University ofWaterloo-
Chemistry 
JERRY BELAN, 13A2 
Aim: York University 
RONALD BROWN, 13Al 
Aim: University ofWaterloo-
Chemistry 
WILLIAM BURDICK. I3AI 
Aim: Computer Programming 
BONNIE CAMPBELL, I 3A3 
Aim: University of Windsor 
"Magic?" Ron Kindt and Jeff Pinch 
ts Challenges and Accomplishments 
;ist 
Inner space, too, has its mysteries. Craig James, Tom Tetzlaff, and Shelley Getty look inward. 
RAY CHESTERFIELD, 13Al 
Aim: University of Windsor 
DARLENE CLEMENT, l3A2 
Aim: Teachers' College 
LINDA CORNIES, 13A3 
Aim: University of Waterloo 
PAUL CORNIES. I3A2 
Aim : University of Waterloo 
MARK COSTELLO, 13A2 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario - Law 
RODNEY DENEAU, l3AI 
Aim: University of Guelph 
ERNA DRIEDGER, l 3A3 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario 
ELIZABETH DUNDAS, 13A 1 
Aim: University ofToronto-
Physical Therapy 
The Active Mind on the Move 
PHILIP DWYER, 13A2 
Aim: York University 
CHRISTINE DYCK, 13A2 
Aim: Carleton University 
PETER FISS, I 3A3 
Aim : Travelling 
LESLIE FORD, 13Al 
Aim: Work 
RANDY GETTY, 13Al 
Aim: Fanshawe College 
SHELLEY GETTY, 13Al 
Aim: X-Ray Technician 
IRENE GRANT, 13A2 
Aim: University of Toronto 
MARTHA GRUNDNER, 13A2 
Aim: University of Guelph 
RANDAL GULLIVER, 13A2 
Aim: York University 
SUSAN HARROW, 13A2 
Aim: Queen's University 
JANET HEALEY, l 3A3 
Aim: Registered Nurse 
LINDA HILLMAN, l 3A2 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario - History 
I 
Upper Left: "Parlez-vous fra11<;_ais?" Ester lncitri, Art Krahn, and Jane Pritchard 
find_ a new ,wiy to practise French. Upper Right: Mrs. Mailloux, Paula Pearsall, 
Clms: Dyck, Marg McCullough and Randy Gulliver enjoy a wide variety of 
magazines in the library. 
ESTER INCITTI, 13A3 
Aim: University of Windsor 
KAY JACKSON, J 3A3 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario 
CRAIG JAMES. 13A 1 
Aim: University of Guelph -
Social Science 
BRIAN KENNA, l3AJ 
Aim: University of Guelph -
Physical Education 
RONALD KINDT, I 3A3 
Aim: University of Guelph 
BRIAN KIPPING, 13A I 
Aim: University of Toronto 
PATRICIA KLEIN, 13A3 
Aim: University of Windsor 
PAULINE KNlGHT. 13A2 
Aim: Hamilton - Medical 
School 
ARTHUR KRAHN, 13A3 
Aim: University of Windsor 
JOHN LEMIEUX, 13AJ 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario 
DENISE LEPINE, 13A2 
Aim: Ryerson - Interior D.:sign 
DAVID MALLEY, 13A I 
Aim: University of Waterloo 
left: Denise Lepine tutors Paul Toupin, A French Canadian 
from Malarric, Quebec, in English. Right: Randy Gerry, John 




ROSEMARY MASSONG, 13Al 
Aim: Medical Lab Technologist 
LAURA MASTRONARDI, 
13A3 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario 
PAUL MASTRONARD1, 13Al 
Aim: Waterloo University -
Architecture 
CRAIG McCARTY, 13Al 
Aim: University of Detroit 
MARGARET McCULLOUGH, 
13A3 
Aim: York University 
~ 
REGINALD McGARVEY, ,. 
13Al · 




Aim: Windsor Teachers' Coll. 
JAMES McLEAN, 13A3 







! ness-- Expression of Interest 
• 
BRENDA MORGAN, 13Al 
Aim: Registered Nursing 
, WENDY MORROW, 13A2 
Aim: Ryerson - Interior Design 
ANDREA MYERS, 13A3 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario - Languages 
SUZANNE NAEY AERT, 
13A2 
Aim: University of Manitoba 
HENRY NEUFELD, 13A2 
Aim: University of Waterloo 
KATHRYN OTTON, 13A2 
Aim: University of Guelph 
MAURO PAGLIONE, 13A3 
Aim: Electronic Computer 
Programming Inst. 
GERRY PANNUNZIO, 13A3 
Aim: University of Windsor -
Physical Education 
PAULA PEARSALL, l~.\.! 
Aim: McGill University 
ANNE PENNER, 13A2 
Aim: Windsor Teachers' Coll . 
FRANK PIMISKERN, 13A2 
Aim: York University 
VERNOR PIMISKERN, 13A2 
Aim; University of Western 
Ontario 
Left: "I'm forever blowing 
bubbles. "Linda Comies tastes 
the latest chemical concoction. 
Middle: 'Tl/ just pick the long 
one off your watch too .. crinkl .. 
snap! .... , there, now they match," 
says Suzanne Naeyaert to Ted 
Russell. 
Right: Brian Kipping, Leslie Ford 
and Ray Oiesterfteld puzzle over 
a math problem. 
JEFFREY PINCH, l 3A2 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario - Honours Geographi· 
JANE PRITCHARD, I3A3 
Aim: University of Toronto 
Fine Art 
KATHERJNE REIMER, 13A2 
Aim: Windsor Teachers' College 
JANICE REIVE, I 3A3 
Aim: Ryerson Institute -
Secretarial Science 
MARIE RILEY, l 3A2 
Aim: Windsor Teachers' 
College 
KRYSTAL ROBINSON, 13A3 
Aim: Queen's University 
SUSAN ROSS, 13A2 
Aim: Waterloo-Lutheran 
University 
EDWIN RUSSELL, 13A2 
Aim: University of Windsor 
KAREN RYCKMAN, I3A3 
Aim: St. Clair College -
Medical Lab Technician 
LINDA SADLER, 13A2 
Aim: Windsor Teachers' 
College 
DORIS SCHROEDER, l3A2 
Aim: Windsor Teachers' 
College 
CRYSTAL SUDDS, 13A3 





"11te next victims for the flu?" 
y 
lC 
... and Antidotes to:o 
"You have whom ried up in your locker?" 
THO.MAS TETZLAFF, 13Al 
Aim: R.C.M.P. 
VIRGINIA TIESSEN, 13A2 
Aim: St. Joseph's Hospital, 
London 
KATHERINE TORAU, 13Al 
Aim: University of Western 
Ontario 
DWIGHT WATSON, 13Al 
Aim: University of T oronto 
BERNADETIE WHARTON, 
13A3 
Aim: Windsor Teachers' 
College 
... 
ANNA WIEBE, 13A3 





Lefr: Mr. Osier punishes Joanne Hamm for breaking rhe 
cardinal rule in ryping-good posrure. 
Above: "We're glad Bill Rusbridge came back!" say the girls 
of 12SC. 
BARBARA BAILEY, 12Cl 
Aim: Secretary 
JOAN BIEKX, I 2C2 
Aim: Secretary 
MARGARET BROLL, I 2SC 
Aim: Dental Assistant 
BLAIR BUTLER, I 2C2 
Aim: St. Clair College 
PATRICIA CAMPBELL, 12Cl 
Aim: St. Clair College 
DEBRA CASCADDEN, 12C2 
Aim: Secretary 
BARBARA CILISKA. l 2Cl 
Aim: Secretary 
DIANE DANIELSON, 12C2 
Aim: Secretary 
JUDITH DERBYSHIRE, 12Cl 
Aim: Secretary 
MARGIE FLISAK, l 2CI 
Aim: St. Clair College 
SYLVIA FURYK, 12SC 
Aim: Secretary 
WALTER GEBHARDT, 12C2 
Aim: St. Clair College 
It's the Machine Age--
Cherchez la Femme 
• 
CYNTHIA GRAHAM, 12SC 
Aim: Secretary 
JILL CRESWELL, 12SC 
Aim: Registered NuISing 
Assistant 
JOANNE HAMM, 12C2 
Aim: Secretary 
PATRICIA HAZAEL, 12Cl 
Aim: Secretary 
ANNE HIGGINS, 12Cl 
Aim: Secretary 
MICHELE HODOVICK, 12SC 
Aim: St. Clair College 
DIANA JEFFERY, 12C2 
Aim: Secretary 
CANDICE KEITH, 12C2 
Aim: Secretary 
JANE KIRK, l 2SC 
Aim: Assistant Veterinarian 
ROSAIR E LEVESQUE, 12C2 
Aim: Office Clerk 
ALLAN LYNN, 12C2 
Aim: St. Clair College 
THERESA MYRONYK, 12SC 
Aim: Secretary 
NANCY NICOL, 12SC 
Aim: Fanshawe College 
ELLENOR NlELEN, 12Cl 
Aim: ·St. Claif College 
HELEN PARISH, 12C2 
Aim: Secretary 
SANDRA PLATSKO, 12SC 
Aim: Fanshawe College 
Left: Commercial students are busily occupied typing, filing and arranging 
a bulletin board. 
Right: Allan Lynn and Blair Butler cut paper for typing. 
28 
DARLENE REEB, 12SC 
Aim: Grade 13 
DIANNE RIVERS, 12SC 
Aim: St. Clair College 
JULIE ROPCHAN, l 2Cl 
Aim: Secretary 
·---"! 
WILLIAM RUSBRIDGE, 12SC 
Aim: St. Clair College 
NANCY SEALY, I 2C2 
Aim: Hairdresser 
BARBARA SEGEDIN, 12CI 
Aim: Fanshawe College 
KATHERINE STEWART, 12CI 
Aim: Secretary 
MARGO STICKNEY, 12C2 
Aim: Airlines 
BRIGITTE STROH MAIER, 
I2C2 
Aim: Bell Telephone 
MARY SUROWANIEC, 12SC 
Aim: St. Clair College 
DEBORAH TOFFLEMIRE, 
12C2 
Aim: Registered Nursing 
Assistant 
SHIRLEY TOYNE, 12SC 




BARBARA TRUDELLE, 12C2 
Aim: Secretary 




Aim: St. Clair College 
ROSE MARY VERBEKE, 
12C2 
Aim: Secretary 
WANDA VICKERY, 12SC 
Aim: Secretary 
ALMA WATSON, I2SC 
Aim: Hairdresser 
WILLIAM WHITE, 12C2 
Aim: St. C::lair College 
DONNA WHITESELL, 12Cl 
Aim: Secretary 
DEBORAH WILLAN, 12C2 
Aim: Secretary 
JOYCE WIPER, 12SC 
Aim: Secretary 
KENT WOODWARD, 12C2 
Aim: St. Clair College 
JOYCE YACYSHYN, 12Cl 
Aim: St. Clair College 
left : Julie Ropchan and Judy Derbyshire examine the files 
to decide what work must be done. 
Above: Mathematics doesn't perplex eager Mary Surowaniec. 
~ 
The Plain 1Truth .. 
Tom Howe, Gordon Baldwin, Bill Derbyshire, Wayne Jeffery and Bruno Labbate begin cu((ing with oxy-acetylene torches. 
PAUL BAILEY. l 2T2E 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
GORDON BALDWIN. l2T2~1S 
Aim: St. Clair College 





LARRY COOK, 12ST 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
STANLEY COUTURE, l 2T2E 
Aim: St. Clair College 
DONALD DAWSON. I2T2MS 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
WILLIAM DERBYSH IRE, 
12T2MS 
Aim: St. ClaiI College 
•• 
• 




TIMOTHY HILL, 12TlA 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
RICHARD HODGSON, 12TlA 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
TIIOMAS HOWE, 12T2MS 
Aim: St. Clair College 
WAYNE IRWIN, 12TlA 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
JOHN ISLEY, 12T 2E 
Aim: Apprenticesh ip 
WAYNEJEFFERY, I2T2MS 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
PAUL JONES, 12T lD 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
FREDERICK KEOWN, l 2T 2E 
Aim: St. Clair College 
ROBERT LABA, 1 2T2E 
Aim: St. Clair College 
BRUNO LABBATE, 12T2MS 
Aim : St. Clair College 
WILLIAM LANE, l 2T2E 
Aim: St-Clair College 
Above: Drafting occupies the attention of Jim Brown and 
Bill Robertson. 
Left: Bill Charlton operates the horizontal milling machine . 
.... 
l~ 
Larry Cook and Danny Orawski discuss a mutual problem at the lathe. 




Aim: St. Clair College 
DANIEL ORA WSKI. l 2ST 
Aim: Loyalist College 
--
Tl~10THY PARKER. 12T2E 
Aim: St. Clair College 




Aim: Special Commercial 
JOHN ROBINSON, 12T2E 
Aim: St. Clair College 
\VILLIAM SHAW, 12T2E 
Aim: St. Clair College 
:E 
PAUL SMITH, 12T2MS 
Aim: Ontario Provincial Police 
GORDON STEEL, 12TlA 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
MICHAEL SUTA, 12T1A 
Aim: St. Clair College 




ROBERT TOEWS, 12ST 
Aim: Ryerson College 
RONALD WARE, 12TlA 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
CHARLES WHITESELL, I2T1A 
Aim: Apprenticeship 
CHARLES WOLF, 12TlA 
Aim: St. Clair College 
Above: Bill Derbyshire, Tom Howe, Gordon J,laldwin, Bruno labbate and Paul 
Smith enact a scene from ''A Tale of Two Cilles." 





Democracy, which is a very charming form of i ovemment, 
full of variety and disorder, and dispensing a sort of equality 





Student Council Speaks Out 
The Student Council is made up of all the House Executives and 
Junior and Senior Class Leaders. Elections for these positions take place 
early in September in order that the winners may begin carrying out 
their many functions throughout the year. The House Executives, with 
the assistance of the Class Leaders, perform such duties as preparations 
for dances, magazine sales, chocolate bar sales, purchasing of student 
equipment, and many other student affairs involving the student 
funds and participation. The Class Leaders often act as intermediaries 
between the Executive and the student body. Also, they are in charge 
of carrying the desk pads. Without doubt, students would be lost 
without the Student Council to carry out their wishes. 
1'1e gymnasium is transformed into "The Age of Aquarius". 
ALPHA HOUSE EXECUTIVE 
FRONT ROW L-R: Randy 
Garam. SECOND ROW: Susan 
Ha"ow, Rosanne Magri, Vicki 
Stewart, Ruth Ann Rivers, 
Laurie TeIZlaff. Bill Pike, 
Larry Dick. THIRD ROW: 
Maureen McCarty, Diane Mar-
tin, Kris Manery, Howie Dun-
can, Jeff Pinch, Brian Kenna. 
ABSENT: Linda Baerg. 
BETA HOUSE EXECUTIVE 
FRONT ROW L - R: Jane 
Pritchard, Frank Ehrenreich. 
SECOND ROW: Paula Pear-
sall, Don Cobby, Sandra Toffle· 
mire, Loralee Williams, Sonya 
Watson, Krystal Robinson, 
Tom R enwick, Jane Varga. 
THIRD ROW: Carol Hunter, 
John Scott, John Sanders, 






GAMMA HOUSE EXECUTIVE 
FRONT ROW: (L · R) Bill 
Paterson, Susan Heweu. 
SECOND ROW: Bill Dobranski, 
Diane Naeyaert, Pony Meuser, 
Sharon Armes, Diane Shanks, 
Oaig Robinson. THIRD ROW: 
Ed Mayer, Doug Down, 
Lena Ingraua, Louise 
Anderson, Linda Omstead, 
Ingrid Boehm, Gail Fletcher. 
DELTA HOUSE EXECUTIVE 
FRONT ROIV: (L·RJ Chris 
Dyck, Gary Tetzlaff SECOND 
ROW: Rod Deneau, Wendy 
Sudds, Helen Pimiskem, 
Lorry Garwood, Mary 
Hibbard, Peter Hack. THIRD 
ROW: Sandy Pritchard, Bill 
Kif[. Karen Ouon, Wendy 
Jackson, Shirley Klassen, 
Barbara Hewett, Chris 
Peterson. 
n.~ 
A group of the Student Council Executives discuss business matters at a meeting. 
.. 
JUNIOR BOYS' CLASS LEADERS - FRONT ROW (L·R): Ron Froese, Randy Frederick, Peter Hack, Charles Kip-
pax, Bill Pike, Larry Robinson, Jim Church, Wayne Harris, Bob Reid. SECOND ROW: Gary Segavt!, Roy Hall, 
Doug Parsons, Robert Tiessen, Tom Terron, Gord Meuser. Larry Girard, John Sanders, Ken McCormick, Bob 
Plumb, Tim Hartford, Mike Brown. THIRD ROW: Randy Woodward, Peter Pierce, Dennis Towle, Dennis 
Hillman, Ron Johnston, Brad Smith, Danny Adams, William Krahn, Danny Rosenfeld, Drew Wilkinson, 
Ollie Mastronardi 
CIIJss Leader Mark Harris carries out his regular duty of delivering the desk pad to the of{I 
JUNIOR GIRLS' CLASS 
LEADERS FRONT ROW: 
(L-R): Carol Gill, Linda Lee, 
Sue Hicks, Carol Knight, 
Wendy Cascadden, Elvira 
Cacciavillani, Zelia Franco, Kif 
Pulley, Susan Epp. SECOND 
ROW: Barbara Johns, Mary 
Bell, Joanne Harrison, Kae 
Setterington, Sandy Mak-
soud, Diana Durot. THIRD 
ROW: Cathy Mastronardi, 
Nancy Omstead, Linda Shaw, 
Debbie Matheson, Cheryl 
Cook, Teresa Huy, Linda 
Jacobs. 
SENIOR BOYS' CLASS 
LEADERS FRONT ROW 
/L-R) John Penner, Art 
Hickson, Sandor Antal, 
Bruno Labbate, Kent Wood-
'WDrd, Bob Wright, Bob Sealy, 
Bryan Loop, Paul Piss. 
SECOND ROW: Tim Parker, 
Bob Mclntoslr, Keith Quick, 
Jeff Omstead, Peter Brown, 
Harvey Rimsclmeider, Bill 
RusbridKe. John Newland. 
THIRD ROW: Mark Harris, 
Roger White, Art Krahn, 
Dave Hillman, Terry Mc-
Connick, Reinold Kosciuw, 






-SENIOR GIRLS' CLASS LEADERS: FRONT ROW (l-R): Julie Ropchan, Margo Stickney, Mona Sleiman, Valerie 
Girardin, Barbara Pepper, Mary Cacciavilfani, Robyne Foisy, Susan Hacker, Carol Hunter. SECOND ROW: Mary 
Surowaniec, Betty Dundas, Anne Preyde, Brenda Coffey, Barbara Dezief. THIRD ROW: Judy Derbyshire, Janet 
Healey, Mary Anders, Carol Myrony k, Helen Pimiskern, Lori Brown. 
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12Al FRONT ROIi/: (L-R) Deb-
bie 11/iper, Shelley Tilden, Wendy 
Palichuk, Susanne Dyck, Rose-
Marie Symes, Berry Knowlton. 
Elsie Jakob, Helga Mall(ler, Nancy 
Mills, Brenda Lara111. SECOND 
ROIi': Joanna Wajda, ll!endy Mas-
on, Carol Magee, Linda Omsread, 
Brian Malley. Eckhardt Hoffman, 
Richard Wigle, Diana Va11der-
Hoeven. Carol Hunter, Regina 
Redler, Jill Robinson. THIRD 
ROW: Louise 11/ascher. Kathy 
Cours, Don lves, Ken Sadler, 
Mark Harris, Werner Penner, Doug-
las Coyle, Russell Sree/, Gary Tet-
zlaff. Roger Epp, Howie Duncan, 
Jill Varga, Carolyn Jacobs. AB· 
SENT: Linda Baerg. 
12A2 FRONT ROW: (L-R) Janice 
Baker, Deborah Bihun, Wendy 
Sudds, Elizabeth Reid, Carol 
Myronyk, Doreen To111le, Deb· 
orah Cald111ell, Carol Denys, 
Cathryn Ascorr. SECOND ROW: 
Carolyn Pierce, Alan Bachmeier, 
Claudio Sabe/Ii, John Thompson, 
Augusrino lngrarra, Ronald Gal-
braith, Randy Garant, Larry Dick, 
Diane Shanks. THIRD ROW: 
Robin Reed, Gilles Lepine, 
Robert Johnston, Brian Bell, 
Jacob Vanderbeek, Richard 
Leirch, Ronald Lapos, Michael 
Klym, Peter Bro111n, Robert Mc-
Jnrosl1, David 11/alker. ABSENT: 
Craig Robinson. 
Grade Twelve: The 
Elsie Jakob and Carol Jacobs arrack rhe "Modem Age" wirli diligence. 
Threshold of Discovery 
12A3 FRONT ROhl: (L-R) Mory 
Cacciovilloni, Lindo Potkou, Ther-
esa George, Brenda Simpson, Sus-
01111 IVolbers, Kathleen Mix, Joan 
Longemon, Vero Kryschuk, Nan-
cy Wilson, Brenda Langille. SEC-
OND ROW: Deborah Preston, 
Clora Toth, Brenda Bondy, Lindo 
Riley, Lynn Walker, Morion Wil-
kinson, Kathleen Thomas. Joyce 
Poley, Beverley Read, Judith 
T!illmon, Brenda Brown. THJRD 
ROW: Henry Derksen, Peter 
Anthony, Jomes Sonders, Dennis 
Block, William Paterson, Poul 
Knutson, Edward Moyer, Doug-
las Dowson, Poul Fiss. ABSENT: 
Patrick Lobzun, Jeanne Bradshaw, 
Mario Pondeirodo. 
12A4 FRONT ROIi': (l-R) Sandro 
Miihlroth, Judith Ross, Assunta 
Mastronardi, Kathryn Whittol, 
Patricio Meuser, Susan Hocker, 
Jody Pinch, Dione Noeyoert, Barb-
aro Deziel, Ellen Tuffin. SECOND 
ROW: Sandro Campbell, Miriam 
Grant, David Derbyshire, Ronald 
Ginter, Robert Sealy, Douglas 
Wigle, Modesto lngrotto, Claire 
Wales, Valerie Dittus, Margaret 
Gurske, Lisette Voillo11courr. 
THJRD ROIi': Armond Mastron-
ardi, Thomas Boker, Douglas Bow-
man, Donny Jones, Roger Tiessen, 
Edward Egyedy, R ichord Tisdale, 
Richard Tigwell, Neil McCarty. 
Left: Modesto Jngratta displays his art talent in what appears to be a colourful obsiroct. 
Above: Freie, Ron, dormez-vous? Miss Campbell, Ron Galbraith 
... 
1 JAJ FRONT ROIi': (L·R) Rose 
Marie Sieler, Anne Preyde, /lfich-
elle Stockwell, Judy Morrow, Mr. 
Gretes, Violet Laba, Marion Prall, 
Diane U11tersclwte, Diane Preston. 
SECOND ROI\!: Jim Fowrk, 
Shelley Slater, Hilda Reid/, Fran-
ces Oulahen, Denise Knight, Mari· 
amre Krahn, Karen Seefuss, Ron 
Molzan. THIRD ROW: Jllayne 
l\lharram, Gerhard Krahn, Rein-
old Kosciuw, Dennis Staudt, 
Frank Ehrenreich, Nick Llllsclr, 
Sandy Pritchard. 
J 1A2 FRONT ROI\!: (L·R) Laura 
Cascadde11, .\10110 Sleiman, Fay 
Tilden, Patricia Unrau, Elda 
Camerale, Syfl,ia Harris, Anna 
MatasSIJ, Jacquelyn Brown, Judith 
Mills. SECOND ROIi': Carol Hatt, 
Janet Lambier, Elizabeth Fletcher, 
Deborah Sadler, Ruth McLean, 
Laurie Tetzlaff. Brenda l\lac-
Vicar, Susan Hewett. THJRD 
RO 1\1: Paul Pridding, Terry Ford, 
Frank Mastronardi, Robert Co11-
drok, Douglas 1/illman, Dennis 
Egyedy, Arthur llickson. AB· 
SENT: Crystal Peterson. 
Self Expression 
Left: Jackie Brown, Art Hickso11, a11d Bob Condruk 
watch Mr. Penner put tire eight ball i11 the left packet. 
Above: Mr. luvisouo?! 
~--
In Specialization 
11A3 FRONT ROW (l·RJ: Beth 
Anderson, Barbara l\loods, Lori 
Brown, Judy l\lahl, Darlene 
Smith, Pam Pierce, Karen 011011, 
Linda Bondy, Dawn Gillell. 
SECOND ROI\!: Peter Dyck, 
Harold l\latson, Brent Heathering· 
1011, Richard Henderson, Douglas 
Bakes, Robert Driedger. Michael 
Wiltshire, Don Cobby. ABSENT: 
Gary Keough. 
11A4 FRONT ROW (l·RJ: Lorrie 
Tliompson, Debbie Bjorgan, Ar· 
line MacDonald, Barbara l\liper, 
Cathy Sdwchard, Rosalie Gou/er, 
Janet Fillimore, Sandra Thoman, 
Susan Dunmore. SECOND ROI\!: 
Nancy Tumer, Cheryl Ribble, 
laura Bloomfield, Helen Pimisk· 
em, Darlene Foster, Debbie Daw· 
son. THIRD ROW: S teve Smith , 
Ronald Omstead, David light· 
foot, R obert Newland, John New· 
land. ABSENT: Marianne Bailey, 
Nancy McClella11, Shelley Robin· 
SOIi. 
Abol'e. Physical Education promotes team work here 
as Frank Ehre11reich and l\layne l\lharram help 
Gerhardt Krahn a11ai11 fast headache relief 
left: Do11 '1 ask him, John. " 
... 
l IDE FRONT ROIi' (L-R ): Gloria 
Heinrichs, Anna Paglione, Fay 
Armstrong, Lynne Tofflemire, 
/Jarbara Pepper, Vally Mart-
schenko, Patricia Baker, Jana ller, 
Naomi Bell. SECOND ROW: 
Joseph DiMenna, Carmela ln-
gratta, Joyce Pinsonneault, Pam 
Evans, Janice S11dds, Lorie Gallo-
way, Randal Nash. THIRD ROIi/: 
R andal Pickle, Paul Metcalfe, 
Brian Johnston, Jeffrey Om-
sread, Ernest Cornies, Robert 
Epplett, Richard Vodarek, John 
McIntosh, Bryan Loop. 
Above Left: "'Sabotage? " 
Abo11e Right: Mr. Adamach e is trying to convince Joe DiMenna that 
there is always room for one more. 
A bore: Gloria Heimichs demonstrates 1he "slinky". 
Right: Brian loop demo11s1rates·'cramming". 
Above. Linda Englbrecht surely needs that inspfratlon mar lirenaa <..oJJey 
portrays in rile photo to the right. 
Right: Diane Dyck and Laura lmpens.11eed the answen, quick! 
.... 
J JC/ FRONT ROW (L-R): Liette 
Carrier, Rachel Dewaele, Valerie 
Girardin, Janice Roach, Nmcy 
Nash, Laura Jabbour, Kathy Hill-
ier, Edna Grey, Judy Spring-
thorpe. SECOND ROW: Brenda 
Coffey, Julie Hammond, Oliva 
Grossi, Jean Collison, Janet Klas-
sen, Diane Dick, Pam Reid, Deb-
bie Dawson, Vicky Jones. 
THIRD ROW: Patti Krause, Irene 
Manrler, Frieda Cornies, Janet 
Pi11son11eault, Laura lmpens, 
Cathy Ashton, Joyce Wickett, 
Sharron Stockford, Kathy Wap-
shaw. ABSENT: Judy Krueger, 
Theresa Mastronardi, Deborah 
McCormick, Joan Omdal, Carolyn 
Peters. 
J JC2 FRONT ROW (L-R): Kay 
Derbyshire, Rita Visco, Pat 
Whaley, Judy Forbes, Pat Wilson, 
Carmelita Sabel/i, linda Engl-
brecht, Joan Ciliska, Robyne 
Foisy. SECOND ROW: Linda 
Bradd, Jackie Bridge, Karen Mi[. 
flin, Donna Ferguson, Irene 
Willms, Wanda Naslaniec, Debbie 
Roy, Kathy Wally, Dorothy 
Schmidt, Ruth Schmidt. THIRD 
ROW: Joe Wright, Bill Derby-
shire, Richard Will, Dennis Mc-
Carty, Roger White, Tom Vinall, 
Mike Sallmen. 
1 JTJ FRONT ROW (L-R): Dennis 
Tiessen, Armando Baltazar, Kevin 
Kimball, Doug Freeland, Harold 
Reid, Tony Sleiman, Doug Hair-
sine, John Penner. SECOND 
ROW: Terry Wiper, Jim Williams, 
Harry De Yong, Greg Towle, 
Harvey Rimschneider, John 
Moauro, Tim Getty. THIRD 
ROW: Roger Ferguson, Bob Zub-
aty, Jim Bishop, Joe· Haggith, I • 
Dave Fox. 
J JT2 FRONT ROW (L-R): Dennis 
Epp, Jim Bennett, Harvey Noury, 
George Crew, Rick Lyons, Roger 
Simpson, Dennis Jmpens, Barry 
Harris, Charles Turner. SECOND 
ROW: Tom Magri, Ron Day, 
Andy Herring, Joe Hamza, Dean 
Gow, Tim Bradshaw, Tony 
Thoman. THIRD ROW: Phil 
Pearce, Kenson Hall, Henry 
Trynka, Bill Myles, Dave Hillman, 
Paul Munce, Roger Thompson, 
Bob Wright, Dan Morgan. AB-
SENT: Robert Brett. 
Left: Harry De Yong, Mr. Adamache, and Doug Hairsine check the 
amperage of a baHery charger. 
Above: Bob Wright shows flow students really get wrapped up in their 
work at L.D.S.S. 
.. 
Grade 10s Discover New Concepts in 
--------,,--~~~-m-----~--.,....---, Learning 
JOA) FRONT ROW (L-RJ: Re-
becca Sleiman, Mary Hibbard, 
Helen Jabbour, Margaret Koppert, 
Nancy Wahl, Beverly Faubert, 
711eresa Stadler, Rosemary 
Pereira, Linda Martschenko. 
SECOND ROW: Geraldine Nage-
leisen, Lillian Piroli, Cindy Her· 
zinger, Jane Neily, Louise Ander-
son, Carol Froese, Gail Fletcher, 
Patricia Petryschuk, Nancy Neily, 
Anita Carnies. THIRD ROW: 
Debra Smith, Ingrid Boehm, 
Maurice Jacobs, Robert Marshall, 
William Krahn, Allan Fast, Garry 
Froese, Lawrence Ganvood, 
Wendy Jackson, Janice Rusling. 
ABSENT: Elvira Cacciavillanl 
JOA2 FRONT ROW (L-RJ: Sonya 
Ehrenreich, Heather Gillett, Joan 
Hurst, Kathy Epp, Judy Coyle, 
Carolyn Cours, Katherine Elias, 
Sharon Armes, Kim Pulley, Pat-
ricia Toupin. SECOND ROW: 
Peter Hack, Marshall Beggs, Brent 
Shanks, Steve Oulahen, Donald 
Kindt, Peter Duncan, Paul Lem-
ieux, Tom Hurst. THIRD ROW: 
Richard Bilinski, David Ross, 
Dennis Miller, Corne/is Moody, 
R ichard Walls, Charles Jacobs, 
Kris Manery. ABSENT: Gary 
Bondy. 
Left: On the scientific scene, Mr. Vorkapich, Chuck Jacobs, 
Brent Shanks and Dennis Miller observe the reaction. · 
Above: "Hung up on Latin?" Mr. Pozzo 
has Robbie Marshall feeling a bit "uptight" about the 
subject. 
... 
Grade Ten Students 
-
-
Lea:r;n by Doing 
_J 
10A3 FRONT ROW (L-R): MaIJ 
Gradwell, Loralee Williams, Ruth 
Ann Rivers, Denise Hartley, Anr.1 
Marie Verheyen, Felicia Arnold~ 
Teresa Huy, Betty Wiper, Carol 
DiMaio. SECOND ROW: Sonya 
Watson, Trudy Wilkinson, SyM0 
Verhaeghe, Jeannie Cox, Betty 
Tuffin, Debbie Taylor, Cathy r1111 
Veen, Lisa Hansen. THIRD ROW 
Diane Nicol, Marion Kosciuw, 
John Rimschneider, Max Raffov.( 
John Sanders, Allan Love, Willie 
Gerhardt, Marilou Jackso1r, Ja11t 
Varga. ABSENT: Kenneth GralrC' 
Helen Gradwell.. Helen Stein, 
Irene Niehus. 
Bottom l eft: The novel "Eagle of the Ninth" com es 
alive as Helen Gradwell, John Sanders, and Dione 
Nicol take the leading roles. 
Above Left: "It happened like this .... " Allan Love 
enthusiastically narrates his book report to Anne-
Marie Verheyen and Jane Varga. 
Above: The class eagerly partakes of a much ap-













While trying to open the window, Cathy Mastronardi accidentally hooks Don Dawson. 
JOEi FRONT ROW (L-R): Barb-
ara Hewett, Margaret Nie/en, 
Becky Matheson, Hiyan Laba, 
Rosanne Magri, Susan Wilson, 
Vicki Stewart, Carmelita Foisy, 
Marie Bechard. SECOND ROW: 
Debbie Butler, Shirley Klassen, 
Sue Hicks, Elodie Thomas, Deb-
bie Morrison, Linda Cutting, Mary 
Rusbridge, Julie Julien, Valerie 
White. THJRD ROW: Lesley 
Parker, Marianne Balzer, Maureen 
McCarty, Janet White, Cheryl 
Cook, Carrie Dufour, Diane Sid-
dull, Li11da Soppe,. ABSENT: 
Ruth An11 Clark. 
10£2 FRONT ROW (L·R): Pat-
ricia Whittle, Janet Hodgson, Jean 
Sealy, Ariana Steeman, Johanna 
Peters, Catherine Mastronardi, 
Janet Hillier, Linda Verhaeghe, 
Nancy Wiper. SECOND ROW: 
Wendy Sheldo11, Timothy Om-
stead, Bruce Bowden, Sean Dwyer, 
Paul Liebrock, William Pike, Cath-
erine Brown. THIRD ROW: Brad-
[ ord Fox, Harry Ediger, William 
Kif[, Michael Epplett, Donald 
Dawson, Douglas Clement, Bak-
hos Semaan. ABSENT: Timothy 
Gray, Laurence Steven. 
Debbie Morrison learns that crime doesn't pay . 
... 
JOD12 FRONT ROW (L-R): Dave 
Hatt, Jim Hairsine, Barth Setter• 
ington, Hal Pinch, Dave Schiefer, 
Roger Reid, Bill Riley, Jim Atkin-
son, Bill Taylor, Wayne Gillett. 
SECOND ROW: Joe Freitas, 
Terry Misener, Mark Magee, John 
Scott, Rick Baldwin, John Pater-
son, Ron Tiessen, Tracy Gallo-
way, James Krawciw, Tom Coul-
ter, Charles Kippax, Walter 
Pimiskem. THIRD ROW: John 
Moore, Greg Coulter, Bill Thomp-
son, Dan Reive, Manuel Reis, 
Rick Myers, Doug Down, Ron 
Johnston, Allan Holton, Jerry 
Beniuk, Mike Dittus. 
JOTl2 FRONT ROW (L-R): Ron 
Derbyshire, John Ross, Bill Do-
branski, David Omstead, Tom 
Terron, Brian Morgan, Karl Grass, 
Joe Howe, Paul Jones. SECOND 
ROW: Envin Agocs, Neil Matier, 
Bob Hillman, Tom Harris, Tony 
George, Dino Labbate, Henry 
Zuschlag, Paul Healey, Ken Mc-
Cormick, Michael Wigle, Jamie 
Munce. THIRD ROW: Jerry 
Wright, Alfred Lehn, Peter 
Jeffery, Alessandro Diniro, James 
Crumb, Richard Pearce, Roger 
Reid, Mike Healey, Keith Om-
stead. 
Misin Youssef demonstrates his technical skill coached by concerned onlookers. 
-
JOT34 FRONT ROJ\I (L-R): Rob-
ert DeMaeyer, Donald McKinnon, 
Herbert Grundner, Robert Reid, 
James Muzyka, Gary Langeman, 
Richard Stickney, Misin Youssef. 
Bryan O'Connell. SECOND ROW: 
John Paliwoda, David Gisi, Gary 
Rekuta, Edgar Heinrichs, Rodney 
Bowman, Royce Wilkinson, Mark 
lobzun, Bruce Goddard, Wayne 
Buschman. THIRD ROW: David 
Coulter, William Vankessel, Rand-
all Goodison, Douglas Lamb, 
Roger Bechard, Michael Myronyk, 
Dennis Arthurs, Richard 171omas, 
Timothy Hartford. 
JOT56 FRONT ROW (L-R): 
Wayne Harris, Dean Reid, David 
Masters, Thomas Renwick, Garry 
Bailey, Randy Frederick, Gilbert 
Demmans, Rick St. John. SEC-
OND ROW: Tim Stevenson, Ed-
win Nichols, Michael Bielz, Ron 
Hall, Bob Baran. THIRD ROW: 
Lome Bradt, Michael Chase, Rand-
all Schmidt, Robert Jackson, 
Robert Gulliver, Michael Tassey, 
Ken Cobby. 
I ---.. __ ....._ ___ ~ _L.,;' 
·~ 
Left: Although Gary Langeman has apparently given up on this one, Ed Heinrichs is 
still trying to uncover the trouble. 
Above: Mike Tassey, Randy Frederick, and Lome Bradt stack up the finished products . .. 
j 
t 
JOCJ FRONT ROW (L-R): Jon11 
Quick, Pamela Danielson, Susa~ 
Epp, Sheila Charlton, Diane &21~ 
man, Donna Ross, Sandra 'l:offk. 
mire, Koe Setcerington, Amy D~ 
Menna. SECOND ROW: li11aa 
Cherneski, Nellie Wolfe, Carol 
Baker, Linda Mihalik, Rina ,\fo,c,; 
vecchio, Diane Martin, Sharon 
Moauro, Debbie Goyeau, Jean 
Srigley, Parricia Kuhlmann, Jeo~ 
Ropchan. THIRD ROW: Susan 
Matteis, Diane Kimball, Wendy 
Heyens, Lorie Knight, Lena ln-
gratta, Kathleen Hyatt, llle11dy 
Leitch, Ginny Primeau, Sharon 
Tatomir, Cindy Fox. ABSENT; 
Linda Ford, Linda Senedak, Bttlj 
Ann Wright. 
JOC2 FRONT ROW (L-R): Judi3 
Pepper, Linda Schmolinski, Anri 
Peralta, Anna Fischer, Barbara 
Imeson, Cynthia Epp, Martha 
Bartel, Cindy Wright, Brenda 
Anderson, Donna Rivait. SEC-
OND ROW': Doreen Anderson, 
Alice Thomas, Debbie Hodo~icl 
Sherrill Shepherd, Freda Clem«' 
Pam Johns,. Wendy Arrowsmirh, 
Bonnie Kimball, Mary Maniaci, 
Eola DiCiocco. THIRD ROW: 
Esther Bartel, Joyce Kimball, 
Garnet Derbyshire, Gary Aikin-
son, Dan Kir, Jim Church, Bria1 
Harris, Judy Moynahan, MariOI', 
Lasi. ABSENT: Gladys BrindltJ. 
Ze/ia Franco, Marjorie Sheldon. 
' 
left: Pam Johns perfects her penmanship soon to be 
checked by Mr. Osborne. 
Above: "According to my calculations ..... " Brian Harris is 

































Acquire· Useful Skills 
... ~ ,&) 
.. 
JOG FRONT ROW (L-R): Claud-
ette Younan, Trudy Wheeler, Di-
ane Chopchik, Ava Semaan, Syl-
vie Lemay, Cathy Jones, Mary 
Bell. SECOND ROW: Carol Gill, 
Geraldine Vinall, Sandra DeSanti, 
Laura Helwig, Irma Warkentin. 
ABSENT: Elizabeth Esposito, 
Josee Lemay. 
JOH FRONT ROW (L-R): Werner 
Tober, Mike Brown, Alec Bodaoa, 
Douglas Hatt, Gabriel Andary, 
Karl Jackson, Bloke Hunter, Lam-
bert Wybenga. SECOND ROW: 
Joseph Palazzi, William Plumb, 
Mark Critchlow, Randy Kimball, 
Earl Hillman. ABSENT: Gary 
Segave, John Maiuri . 
Left: Dione Chopchik and A va Semaan begin preparations 
for o tempting meal. 
Above: Gabriel Andary, Bloke Hunter, Earl Hillman and 
Joe Palazzi work hard to complete the new stage . .. 
Grade Nine: A Time For Exploration 
9AJ FRONT ROW (L-RJ: Janet 
Major, Linda Lane, Karen Mc-
Carty, Debra Matheson, Laurel 
Wigle, Sharon Preston, Julie As-
cott, Deborah Gilmour, Lori-Sue 
Cole, Joanne Kippax. SECOND 
ROW: Pam Pridding, Linda 
Stasko, Helga Pfendt, Kim Authier, 
Michael Mastronardi, Keith Clax-
ton, Brooks Cook, Kathy Sadler, 
Mika/ Shires, Janice Miller, Sherry 
Quick, Angela Spineti. THIRD 
ROW: Don Taves, Herbert Kreling, 
John Gayer, Kirk James, Peter 
Pierce, Dave Tippett, Neil Shanks, 
Angelo Ligori, Wilfred Grolman. 
ABSENT: Brian Keough, Marie 
lngratta, Martha Stein. 
9A2 FRONT ROW (L-RJ: Lynne 
Hillier, Najet Atiz, Margaret Seres, 
Lorene Schmidt, Mary.Newland, 
Sandra Maksoud, Margo Sharpe, 
Janice Be/an, Jane Bridgeman, 
Maria Vernaroli. SECOND ROW: 
Rosann Denkers, Brenda Dickin, 
Loree Armstrong, Judy Toyne, 
Roxanne Dundas, Elaine Bakes, 
Cathy Coatsworth, Debbie Rooke, 
Judy DeSanti, Becky Slater, Anne 
Pavliscak. THIRD ROW: Al Epp, 
Henry lngratta, Doug Parsons, 
Gerry Te"on, Tom Pridding, 
Steve Cincurak, Te"y Quick, 
Frank Lutsch, Chris Lemieux, 
Dave Maxwell. 
-
Far Left: A hem is a hem no matter where you are as shown by Julie Ascott, 
Debbie Matheson and Lori-Sue Cole. 
Centre: Interests vary, especially those of Edward Krahn and Gord Meuser. 
Above: Mike Mullen carefully cuts the base of a candy dish. 
.. 
9D12FRONT ROW(L-R): Levino 
Mastronardi, Franco lncitti, Greg 
Dufour, Don Steingart, Scotr Hol-
land, John Vanderbeek, Siegfried 
Stadler, Dominic Ciacelli, Jim 
Ferguson, Christopher Frederick. 
SECOND ROW: Paul Lahoud, 
Tony Spineti, Jim Knox, Michael 
Laba, Ronald Preston, Wayne 
Drummond, Tony Barraco, Erwin 
Leinberger, Ronald Bartel, Gordon 
Meuser. THIRD ROW: Edward 
Krahn, John Johnston, Ronald 
Boggs, Tom Reid, Bradley Smith, 
Terry Shanks, John Untch, Allan 
Carey, Richard Mellow. AB-
SENT: Paul Dyck, James Hillier. 
9D34 FRONT ROW (L-R): 
Ewald Krohn, Bryan Hillman, 
Paul Cornies, Fraser Marshall, 
Eric Balzer, Richard Latam, 
Wayne McKeen, Stuart Mc/111osh, 
David Clark, Raynold Carrier. 
SECOND ROW: John Hodgson, 
Audie Schiefer, Paul Toupin, 
Gregory Gil/anders, Peter Lahoud, 
Kurt Grass, Ronald Myles, Robert 
Melnyk, Francis Kung/, John 
Knight, John Seil. THIRD ROW: 
Timothy Crawford, Joe Ra/foul, 
Lawrence Girard, Robert Knight, 
Erwin Gurske, Dennis Hillman, 
Michael Mullen. Frank Herman, 
Barry Colenutt, James Ottley, 
Larry Doan. 
I 
9D56 FRONT ROW (L-R): Charles 
Hy att, Mark Bradshaw, Brian 
Plumb, George Bailey, John 
Stockwell, Martin Bondy, Robert 
Simpson, Lindsay Peters. SEC· 
OND ROW: David Dawson, John 
Riley, Drew Wilkinson, Randy 
Traubert, Robert Williams, Morris 
Eisley, Edward Bartel, Bradley 
Pearce, Joseph Nehmatallah, Gino 
Savo, Gabriele Clerici. THIRD 
ROW: Daniel Jones, Allan Wade, 
Garry Long, Paul Dare/, James 
Schmidt, Patrick Ribble, Daniel 
Rosenfeld, Anton Eberhardt, 
Wayne Pa/ichuk, Konrad Buchen-
auer. 
9£1 FRONT ROW (L-R): Joanne 
Myronyk, Mary Zielinski, Judy 
Lehmann, Trudy Schell, Louise 
Regehr, Vici Turner, Geraldine 
Taylor, Wendy Subity, Maria 
Rebelo. SECOND ROW: Flossie 
Watson, Mamie George, Maria 
Neves, Janet Bell, Linda Lee, 
Qaudine Miihlroth, Barbara 
Stasso, Theresa Iler, Diane Wiebe, 
Janice McIntosh, Sheila Dundas, 
Gail Gadd, Constance Musgrove. 
THIRD ROW: Maryanne Howe, 
Marlene Bake/andt, Donna Wig-
field, Mary Hillman, Linda Shaw, 
Andrea Jackson, Brenda Willms, 
Elise Jacobs, Irene Wiebe, Edith 
Hauer, Mary Anne Cree. AB· 
SENT: Rosemary Getty. 
Above: Jim Schmidt works hard to complete a hammer handle. 
Right: Fire will never cease to amaze Doreen Wells, Gail Campbell, Debbie 
Harrow and Richard Gulliver. 
9E2 FRONT ROW (L-R): Najet 
Elias, Sylvia Sheldon, Doreen 
Wells, Shelly Dresser, Nancy Om· 
stead, Susan McHardy, Wilhelmim. 
Kimm, Debra Seili, Deborah Dib-
bley, Deborah Harrow. SECOND 
ROW: Gail Campbell, Mary Frie-
sen, Danny Quick, Paul Tay lor, 
Ronald Froese, Terrance Wyn-
veen, Richard Morrow, Frank 
Salive, James Thompson, Matilda 
Simon, Sharron Johnston, Rose 
Gubinczki. THIRD ROW: Arva 
Leslie, Robert Harrow, Da11id 
Lapos, Kenneth Goodman, Robert 
0-anston, Richard Gulli11er, Frank 
DiMenna, DennisDeclerck, Jerry 
Beattie, Alfred Konrad, Roberta 
Mackenzie, Karen Goddard. 
ABSENT: Brenda Dutot. 
9£3 FRONT ROW (L-R): Diana 
Starek, Diana Dutot, Julie Bryce, 
Connie Tatomir, Cindy Bowman, 
Louise Haley, Ann Dust, Nancy 
Paglione, Mary A nne Jacobs. 
SECOND ROW: Hazael Youssef, 
Anna lncitti, Dolores Jeffery, Paul 
Sarkis, Larry Hickey, Ken Derby-
shire, Jim Bell, Ernest Konrad, 
Brent Walker, Jllayne Robinson, 
Hilda Schroeder, Susan Myer, Ann 
Saunders. THIRD ROW: Irene 
Boutin, Fouizi Solomon, Mike 
Heyens, Robert Adamson, David 
Pearce, John Richards, Tony Cle-
ment, Ron Richmond, Larry 
Robinson, Richard Sudds, Polly 
Hillman. 
' Tony Clement, Ann Saunders, Nancy Paglione, Wayne Robinson and Paul Sarkis 
practise the art of typing. • 
· 1 
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"Brenda, do you really know the answer?" 
9CJ FRONT ROW (l·R): Shelley 
Wales, Janet Ciliska, Mary Jane 
Simpson, Isabelle Bennett, Phy/. 
/is Hardy, Wendy Cascadde11, 
Mary Anne Bachmeier, Patricia 
Campbell, Mary Misener, Step!,. 
anie Casper. SECOND ROIi': 
Janet Johnston, Patricia Lee, 
Charlene Girardin, Irene Wald 
Josephine Ferrante, Sandra ' 
Kozub, Christine Taveime, Linda 
Mueller, Catherine Shilson, Sus-
an Ra/foul. THIRD ROW: Suz. 
an Zompanti, Susan Mu/helm, 
Patricia Kuli, Alanna Helwig, 
Irmgard Trynka, Barbara Pearce, 
lincta Jacobs, Barbara Ribble, 
Maria Corpolongo, Natalie APelar. 
ABSENT: Judy Arrowsmith, 
Marie Dierckens, Robin Grey. 
9C2 FRONT ROW (l·R): Carol 
Knight, Kathy Ward, Louanne 
Wiper, Conny Nichols, Diane 
Wright, Linda Hall, Jill Knister, 
Diane Kuli, Jo-Anne Ley, Sandra 
Tigwell, Cathy Burger. SECOND 
ROW: Cheryl Butler, Lynn Ties• 
sen, Nada Temerinski, Heather 
Renau, Carole Armstrong, Julie 
Anscombe, Bonnie Jeffery, 
Cynthia Johnson, Helen Bielz. 
THIRD ROW: Marianne Dietz, 
Crystal Pinch, Nancy Hammond, 
Karen Ward, George Schiefer, 
John Levesque, Dennis Towle, 
Rick Mi/kins, Brenda Rowley, 
' 1 Wendy Stewart. ABSENT: Ly1111 
Ci/landers, Peggy Keith, Linda 
























9TJ2 FRONT ROW (l-R): Randy 
St. John, Harold Schaffhauser, 
Srephen Cormier, Arnold Birch, 
Michael Simpson, Tim Varga, 
Kevin Goodison, Randy Mathe-
son, ·David lam bier, Leon Si/liker. 
SECOND ROW: Fred Seil, Harley 
Mitton, Jim Ross, Dave Beaupre, 
Bill Petryschuk, Brian Wilkinson, 
Richard Whittle, Danny Turner, 
Jim McCracken, Jay Butler. 
THIRD ROW: Kevin Segave, 
Jerry Roach, Vincellf Pesclziso-
lido, Elton Collison, Gary Miller, 
1 Dan Adams, Dan Tofflemire, 
Richard Ferris, Roberf Plumb. 
ABSENT: David Whitesell. 
left: Mr. Butler and Tim Varga believe in active English discussions. 
Top Left: Wendy Cascadden, Alanna Helwig and Phyllis Hardy are hard at work 
in the Home Economics kitchen. 
Top Right: Mr. Hildebrandt clarifies a quesrion in Math for Danny Tofflemire. 
Above: Bob Plumb and the case of the missing pot. 
Gloria Yakovishin, Janet Hutchinson and Ruth Stein watch a demonstra1io11 by 
Cynthia Flemming. 
9T34 FRONT ROW (L-R): Doug 91 
McCracken, Lloyd Symons, Bill Sc 
Howe, Bob Gunn, Richard Van D. 
Every, Duncan Mclean, Bob N 
Gntbb, Frank Uzun, Jo!z,1 Grober. D 
SECOND ROW: Art Regehr, G 
Eugene Biekx, Erwin Reid/, Fred D 
Sleiman, Jerry Anderson, Terry c 
Lee, Greg Featherstone, Vauglm D 
Ward, Willy Burger. THIRD ROW: R 
Ollie Mastronardi, Tim Farrington. ,~ 
Doug Mills, Randy Woodward, J~ 
Paul Watkins, Ken Piper, Sandy r. 
Wilding, Neil Klassen, Shannon A 
Dresser, Arnold Christian. p. 
9GJ2 FRONT ROW (L-R): Mari111 
D'Aversa, Barbara Johns, Ellen 
LeBoeuf, Ruth Stei11, Cynthia 
Flemming, Joanne Harrison, 
Mouna Najim, A11to11ietta Rossi. 
SECOND ROW: Annette St. 
Pierre, Gloria Yakovishin, 111er· 





g 9H12 FRONT ROW (L-R): Tim 
Schmidt, Albert Wilkinson, 
David Neiner, Stephen Paley, Ron 
Nichols, Perry Teremchuk, George 






Gene Collard, John Boutros, 
David Houchen, Ray Ford, Nelson 
Cabral, Roy Hall, Joe DiSchiavo, 
Dave Crozier. THIRD ROW: 
Robert Tiessen, Tim Wiper, Keith 
Wilkinson, Rick Nicholson, 
William Bishop, Paul Brown, 
Thomas Nie/er, Dannie Ferris, 
Angelo Mastronardi, Anthony 
Perciballi, Ken Lamb. ABSENT: 
Robert Donal, Greg Ouellette, 
Gerald Lavender, Wayne Martens, 
Mark Wehby. 
Left: Mr. Carey instructs Angelo Mastronardi and George Dotterman in Auto Mechanics. 
Above: The technical wing offers the best of facilities to many students like Ray Ford. 
~·1.~~ .. ~ .·-· 
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Ellen LeBoeuf takes advantage of a free 





The bow cannot always stand bent, nor can human frailty 




Senior Students Advance Culture 
On Saturday, October 11, about ninety senior students travelled to Strat-
ford to see the presentation of "Hamlet." The beautiful Shakespearean 
costumes and the exceUent performance of the players made the play come 
alive to all the students. An additional highlight of the performance was the 
opportunity of asking the players questions about the play or the actors 
themselves. Also, many of the students took the opportunity of visiting the 
city of Stratford or of exploring the impressive grounds surrounding the 
theatre. 
For the past three years during the Christmas holidays, senior French students 
have had the opportunity of visiting Quebec City, a famous landmark in 
Canadian history . On this year's trip, students were able to hear the French 
language spoken in a French environment and to improve their own French at 
the same time. Accommodations at the Chateau Frontenac and participation 
in a wide range of winter sports added an interesting atmosphere to the trip. 
lAura Mastronardi looks pensive as she reflects on the scenic view of the St . 
. Lawrence. 
Top Middle: Carolyn Pierce, Sandy 
Campbell, Debbie Tofflemire and 
Linda Riley make their way over 
the grounds of Stratford. 
Above: Anticipating the perfor1T111nce 
of "Hamlet", Mr. Gretes, Barbara 
Wiper, Wendy Mason, Elsie Jacob and 
Di.ane Vander Hoeven arrive in Strat-
ford. 
Left: Kenneth Welsh as Hamlet and 
Anne Anglin as Ophelia, dramatically 
display their acting talents in the 
Stratford production of "Hamlet". 
Special thanks for this photograph 
go ro "The Stratford Festival", 
Stratford, Ontario and to Douglas 




A Step .Toward the Future 
COMMENCEMENT 
The 1968-69 commencement 
exercises were held Saturday 
evening, November I 5. At this 
time, students proudly received the 
diplomas, scholarships, awards and 
prizes which they had earned in the 
previous school year. The valedic-
tory address was given by the top 
scholar of the Class of '69, Jim 
Mastronardi, who is presently 
attending Queens University. Also, 
the Glee Club, under the direction 
of Mr. Cobbledick, provided a 
musical interlude with songs pre-
senting the theme of graduation. 
Valedictorian Jim Mastronardi delivers the traditional address as Mr. Hume looks on. 
Paula Pearsall proudly receives her Secondary School 
Graduation Diploma from Mr. Cowan who was assisted 
by Miss Campbell and Mr. Driedger. 
Congratulations and hopes of success were in order for the Ontario 
Scholars, Jim Mastronardi and Judy Hacker, who displayed close competition 
throughout the year. 
r 
... and a Fuller Personality 
Everyone realizes that a school develops the 
academic life of a student, but one whould also 
realize that a school also plays a vital role in a 
student's social life. A student's personality 
is developed during classroom activities as well 
as at school dances. For example, "The Mad 
Dog" on September 26, gave the students a 
taste of high school life. "Gottlieb's Follies" 
on November 7, showed clearly the vivid 
imagination tl1at our students possess with the 
decorations and costumes emphasizing the 
"Hard Times" theme. 
Proof that appearances can be deceiving. TI1is 
photo was snapped at the i11stam when Joh11 Lemieux 
tripped and fell into the laps of two unsuspecting by-
standers, Kay Jackson and Kathe Torau. 
TOP: Enthusiasm rakes many forms. These spectators display spirit for 
school activities. 
ABO VE: The Age of Aquarius descends upon many Aries, Libras and 




When the One Great Scorer comes to write against 
yourname-
He marks-not that you won or lost-but how you 





Lionettes Face Tough Odds All Season 
Even though we cannot boast that this 
year's team was the best we have ever had, 
it was a team of which we can be proud. 
The Senior Lionettes put forth a lot of 
effort, and must be commended for their 
excellent sportsmanship and fine school 
spirit. Backed by some fine coaching from 
Miss Beach, such standouts as Diana Van-
der Hoeven, Elsie Ja'kob, Karen Ryckman, 
Linda Baerg and Linda Omstead provided 
some exciting action in in tramural com-
petition. Although they failed to record 
any number of victories, the experience 
gained by the team will prove invaluable 
to next year's squad . 
Diana Vander Hoeven takes advantage of 
height and volleys backward forcefully as 
Karen Otton gets ready to spring into action. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL - FRONT ROW L-R: Rina Marcovecchio. Anna Pag· 
lione. Louise Wascher, Betty Knowlton, Linda Baerg (Captain), Karen Seefuss, Carol 
H1111ter, Ann Preyde, Karen Ryckman. SECOND ROIV.- Rosema1y Verbeke (manager), 
Pam Evans, Kathy Thomas, Diana VanderHoeven, Linda Omstead, Karen Otton, Barb-
ara Segedin, Elsie Jakob, Do1111a Ferguson, Miss Beach. ABSENT: Andrea 11ifyers. -
• 
.IUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL: FRONT ROW: (l-R) Gail Fletcher, Shelley Slater, 
Felicia Amoldt, Cathy Mastronardi, Janet Lambier, Nancy Wiper, Pat Unrau, Zelia Franco, 
Sonya Ehrenreich. SECOND ROW: Beth Fletcher (manager), Debbie Sadler, Denise 
Knight, Wendy Jackson, Susan Dunmore, Mrs. Gillies {coach). 
.:. 
,I 
Far Left: Karen Ottc,n ttps ball o ver the 
net while Barb Segedin and Elsie Jakob, in 
foreground, prepare for return volley. 
Centre: Debbie Sadler jumps high to spike 
the ball as Nancy Wiper and Zella Franco 
anxiously watch the play. 
Above: From the back, Sue Dunmore, 
Shelly Slater, and Gail Fletcher work the 
ball up 10 the net in junior girl meet. 
The fl ickering candle of fate brought 
the J unior Lionettes to their downfall. 
The strong efforts of Debbie Sadler, 
Nancy Wiper. Sonya Ehrenreich , and 
Sue Dunmore, along with the other 
team members, were in vain. Although 
we mzy not be able to congratulate you 
on a successful year, we do extend our 
congratulations on your keen display of 





the Ball to a Successful Season 
~•- . r ,~ .,.cEA>-~ ;h- . ~ I .. ~ ~ f:-..,...~ 
FRONT ROW: (L·R) Mr. Osborne (coach), Jerry Beniuk, Tony George, John Lemieux, 
Bill Paterson, Blair Butler, Doug Wigle, Tony Sleiman. SECOND ROW: Werner Penner. 
Reinold Kosciuw, Doug D·own, Russell Steel, Alessandro Diniro, Craig James. Ron 
Mo/zan (Manager) 
L.D.S.S. was represented this year 
in the High School Volleyball League 
by a very able team. This group of co-
ordinated athletes terminated the sea-
son by sitting in second position, dis-
pite the fact that the team consisted 
basically of newcomers. Two experienc-
ed players, John Lemieux and Craig 
James, along with four rookies, Bill 
Paterson, Reinold Kosciuw, We rner 
Penner, and Al Diniro spearheaded 
the attack against the Essex County 
rivals. However, this novice team 
will carry their experience in to next 
year when the Lions willl be victorious. 
Reinold Kosciuw and Craig James (in background) anxiously 
await rewrn volley. The abrlity displayed by these young 
men exemplifies that of the entire team. The effort put forth 
by each member enabled the team to attain the degree of 
success which it did. 
74 Craig James sets up the p•lay as Bill Paterson, No. 43, and Reinold Kosciuw move in to assist. With Mr. Osborne's 
fine coaching, the team put forth a good showing in 
interschool competition. 
Students Show They 're Not Green 
(L. R) Paul Taylor, Armand Mastronardi,Doug Bakes, Dennis McCarty, Rod 
Deneau, Allan Lynn. 
ABO VE: From the rear, Doug Bakes, Dennis McCarty, Rod Deneou, Allan 
Ly1111. Armond Mastronardi and Paul Robinson assemble in a unique pose 
for photographer. 
RlGHT: R od Deneou practises for E.C.S.S.A. Tournamelll. This year's team 
pur in o fair showing in its various meets. 
on the Green 
This year the annual house golf tournament 
attracted many new and eager players. Gamma 
won the team honours slightly ahead of Beta. 
AJthough Leamington played host to the E.C. 
S.S.A. tournament, they had to settle for a 
third place finish . Thanks are extended to Mr. 
Myers who loyally donated his time, devotion, 
and assistance during this season. With a little 
practise and luck, Leamington wiU come on 






The winning smile marks victory for Mary Anders. Indeed. this 
was 011/y one of the many victories that allowed her to com-
pete in the S. W.0.S.S.A. meet. 
Ed Mayer bears the grin of a confident co11testa11t. His 
ability was characteristic of that of his fellow team ma Les. 
Tennis Doubles Win Way into Finals 
FRONT ROW. (L·R) Jane Pritchard, Betty Knowlto11 (SWOSSA champs- girls doubles) 
SECOND ROW: Mary Anders, Gary langeman, Herbert Grnndner, Ed Mayer, Greg 
Dufour, Laurel Wigle 
76 
In terschool Lennis got started with a 
"smash" this year. In E.C.S.S.A. 
Leamington proved superior in four 
out of five even ts. These victors in-
cluded Mary Anders, Ed Mayer, and 
the teams or LaL1rel Wigle and Greg 
Dufour, and Jane Pritchard and Betty 
Knowlton. Stiffer competition was 
met in S.W.O.S.S.A. but our Ladies' 
Doubles arose victorious. Jane and 
Betty moved on to 0.A.S.S.A. where 
opponents were tougher. However, 
these two girls received runner-up 
in the consolation event proving 
that Leamington has the potential 
to compete against the best. 
___...._ 
FRONT ROW: (L-R) Paul Sarkis, Bill Pike, Don Cobby, Kris Manery, Josee Lemay , Judy Derbyshire, Sonya Ehrenreich, Brenda 
Coffey, Laurie Helwig, Debbie Cascadden, Randy Frederick, Chris Frederick, Siegfried Stadler, Tony Thoman, Arnold Birch. 
SECOND ROW: (L-R) Harold Schaffl1auser, Edward Krahn, Gary La11geman, Paul Liebrock, Herbert Grundner, Bryan O'Connell, 
Tony Sleiman, Tim Crawford, Rid1ard Whittle, Randy Pickle, Richard Ferris, Bill Bishop, Peter Duncan. THIRD ROW: (L-R) 
Mr. Gilbert, Bill Robertson, Ron Tiessen, Tom Vinall, Frank Ehrenreich, Pat Ribble, Terry McCormick, Danny Adams. Dennis 
Hillman, Tim Hartford, Tony Clement, Doug Hillman, Mr. Carey. 
Point Pe·Iee-- Site o·f Cross Country Run 
The victories and losses of the Cross Country Team varied throughout 
the year, but Leamington put in a good showing. Among the better 
efforts. Sonya Ehrenreich was undefeated in the local meets; BiJI 
Robertson also shared that title; Doug Hillrn"an and Bill Pike both added 
points for the good guys. When E.C.S.S.A. rolled around we were pre-
pared. The Junior Boys won the championship with a team consisting 
of Bill Robertson, F rank Ehrenreich, Doug Hillman and Gary Langerman. 
However, in the other divisions, we were not so fortunate. The Senior 
Boys placed second, Bill Pike stood third and Sonya won her race, but 
she had no team backing. Evaluation: moderately successful. 
(ABO VE) Tom Vinall sets his own pace as he puts in lone appearance. 





Impressive Soccer Victories Give 
FRONT ROW: (I - R) Gerry 
Pa11nunzio, Al Bachmeier, 
Werner Tober, Willy Krah11, 
Art Krahn (Captain), Bill Pike, 
Tim Gray. John Paterson. 
SECOND ROW: Mr. Pu" 
{coach), [)an Morgan, Tony 
Thoman, Brian Kipping, 
Augustino lngraua, Ken 
McCormick (manager) 
THIRD ROW: Dave 
Walker, Ed Mayer, Mark 
Harris, Henry Trynka, Frank 
Ehrenreich, Gerhard Krahn, 
Nick Lucsch. 
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Below: One of the team's many surprising victories this year was i11 a hard fought game against the Amherst Ge11erals. The Generals' previous 
record of no losses served to emphasize our team 's ability as tire Generals fell prey to Mr. Purr's squad of tale11ted athle tes. 
Lions S.W .0.S.S.A. Championship 
After three years of dismal failure, 
the L.D.S.S. soccer team climbed to its 
height of glory. The season was ltigh-
lighted by an impressive record of 8 
wins, 3 ties, and 3 losses. [n E.C.S .. 
S.A. championship action, the Lions 
showed their ability by winning both 
games, 1 to O and 3 to l . Next, the 
Lions met Ridgetown for the all-
important S.W.O.S.S.A. "AA" 
title. The Lions were defeated in the 
first game by a close margin of 1 to 
0, but they came back fired by five 
hundred enthusiastic fans and won 
by a 3 to 1 count. 
The basis for this year's success can 
be summed up in two words -TEAM 
SPIRIT. The togetherness of the 
team was evident from the beginning 
of the seas0n. This togetherness 
plus Mr. Purr's inspiration proved to 
be a winning combination. The 
future looks just as bright as the 
1969 season, and therefore 1970 
looks like another year to - SOC-
CER TO 'EM. 
Above: Leamington's Al Bachmeier strives to maintain possession of ball as 
~pponent rushes 111 to block. In the background, Team Captain Art Krahn watches 
the play develop. , 
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FRONT ROJ\I L-R: Tim Bradshaw, Bill Plumb, Bill Shaw, Eric Tiessen, Bill Charlto11, Don Dawson, Terry Misener, John Moore, 
Claire Wales, Tom Magri, Mike Healey, John Isley, Mike Suta. SECOND ROW: Mr. Myers {coach), Bill Kif[, Paul Healey, Bryan 
Loop, Rick Vodarek, Terry Wiper, Mike Sallmen, Tim Parker, Peter Anthony, Roger Reid, Kent J\loodward, Richard Tisdale, 
Mr. Zannier (coach). THIRD RO J\I: Larry Cook, Dan Reive, Roger Tiessen, Gary Tetzlaff. Rick Myers, Robert Gulliver, Bill 
Myles, Jim Bishop, Peter Brown, Steve Smith, Tom Howe (manager), Craig Robinson (manager), Dave Hillman (trainer). 
Football Team Displays Good 
Above: Roger Reid maneuvers about de-
fensive linemen in a drive for more yard-
age. 
Right: Mike Sallmen, No. 62, and Kent 
Woodward look 011 as teammates have 
pin11ed down oppo11ent. 
Sportsmanship 
This year's football team may not have been successful statisticaJly, but it 
got off to a good start to build for the future. Such first-year men as Bill 
Kiff and John Moore have started a possible dynasty for future 
years. Veterans such as Kent Woodward and Bill Charlton were valuable 
with their knowledge of past experience. The coach, Mr. Zannier, did 
wonders with this young team and in 1970 the Lions almost guarantee 
some victories. 
FRONT ROW: (l-R) Ronald Lapos, Peter Brown, Shelley Slater, Shelley Tilden, Suzanne Naeyaert, Janet Lambier, Howard 
Duncan, Bill Shaw. SECOND ROW: Mr. Miller, David Qark, John Thompson, Janice Miller, Jane Pritchard, Linda Shaw, 
Judy Coyle, Shelley Getty, Kathy Otton, Bob Wright, Keith Qaxton, Mr. Ives. THIRD ROW: Jake Vanderbeek, David 
Lapos, Tom Magri, John McIntosh, Richard Lyons, Robert Adamson, Bob Plumb, Gilles Lepine. 
Curling Sweeps Its Way into L.D.S.S. 
At long last, curling has been accepted as a sport among the students of 
L.D.S.S. Each Thursday after school curling enthusiasts assembled at the 
curHng rink to play. During the Christmas vacation, a team consisting of Ron 
Lapos, Howie Duncan, Bill Shaw and Pete Brown, under the coaching of Mr. 
Ives, went to Sarnia to compete in the Ontario Schoolboy Bonspiel. Al-
though they didn't win, they put forth a good effort. 
On March 13, two teams entered the S.W.O.S.S.A. play-offs. Representing 
the girls were Suzanne Naeyaert, Shelley Tilden, Shelley Getty and Janet 
Lambier. The boys' team consisted of Rick Lyons, Bill Shaw, Howie 
Duncan and Jamie Armes. 
After-school curling was a big success this year. With the increasing in-
terest in this sport there should be an even bigger season next year. 
LEFT: Ron Lapos delivers a rock. 
BELOW: Shelley Slater (left) and Shelley Tilden are eagerly getting ready to sweep. 
., 
Lions P·rovide Stiff Competition 
Our Senjor Boys' Basketball team, 
despite inexperience , put on a good 
showing and placed very well in the 
E.C.S.S.A. standings. This young team 
under experienced guidance of Mr. 
McAdam, started off the season 
miraculously but ran into a slump in 
the last half. Major contributors were 
Ed Mayer, Frank Ehrenreich, Werner 
Penner, Roger White and Paul Cornies 
... who put much effort into the sport. 
However, next year looks brighter 
for our Senior Lions when more than 
two-thirds of the team will return to 
action. 
Below: Paul Carnies towers above his 
opponent as he strives to put Leamington 
ahead. Frank Ehrenreich, No. 20, adds 
assurance in case of a rebound. 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL FRONT ROW: (L-RJ Mr. McAdam, Reinold Kosciuw, 
Wer.rzer Penner, Ed Mayer, Wayne Wha"am, Alex Diniro, David Hillman. SECOND ROW: 
Paul Cornies, Bill Paterson, Frank Ehrenreich, Manuel Reis. ABSENT: Allan Bachmeier, 
Ron Kindt, Roger White, Robert Gulliver, Augustino /ngratta. 
for County Rivals 
This inexperienced team did exceedingly well 
despite the lack of height and former experience. 
Only one member of the team has seen Junior 
basketball action previously and you cannot 
build a team on that. What it really takes is 
determination, pride, teamwork, and breaking 
a press. Among the aces on the team this year 
are Harry Ediger, Sandy Pritchard, Tony George, 
and John Newland but everyone contributed 
to make the game enjoyable . Through victory 
and defeat, these young boys displayed great 
attitude and team spirit. 
Left: Frank Ehrenreich demonstrates the skill which 
mode him one of the outstanding members of the 
senior team. 
Above Right: Willy Krahn, Steve Qncurak, and Ha"y 
Ediger, No. 25, rush in to gain possession of ball from 
St. Anne's Juniors. 
Below Right: Will Krahn, No 23 in white, leaps for 
the jump. 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL FRONT ROW: (l·R) Mr. Myers (coach), Gary 
langeman, Steve Oulahen, Jim Founk, Tony George, Sandy Pritchard, Randy 
Pickle, Don Kindt, Misin Youssef. Paul Lemieux. Maurice Jacobs (manager) 
SECOND ROW: Dennis Staudt (manager} Herbert Gru11d11er, Charles Jacobs, 
Randy Nosh, Steve Cincurak, Doug Down, Corne/is Moody, Willy Krahn, Ken 
McCormick, John Newiand. 
Seniors Meet Opposition Half Way, 
"Lions got the soul!" , one of the cheerleaders' yells, 
is quite appropriate in describing this year's senior 
girls' basketball team. Although they didn't capture 
any titles, every mt:mber of the team made a major 
contribution in providing the necessary drive and 
teamwork for a hard-working, victory-hungry unit. 
Laura Mastronardi (captain), Andi Myers, Miriam 
Grant, and Elsie Jakob were standouts in the scor-
ing department, although all other members did 
important rebounding and defensive work through-
out the entire season. 'Fhe Lionettes failed to defeat 
their old rivals, Amherst and Essex, and in a final, 
hard-fought quest to earn a playoff berth, fell prey 
to Harrow High , a newcomer to the division. The 
team members wish to acknowledge that they were 
proud to play under Miss Borschke in trying to 
bring honour to the Maroon and Gold. 
ABO VE: Locker room antics afford a relief of tension for 
senior Lionettes. BELOW: Kathy Thomas jumps high to toss 
in two points for Leamington. 
Senior Girls' Basketball 
·-~ 
FRONT ROW L - R: Rosemary Verbeke (manager), Anna Paglione, Carol Hunter, Elsie 
Jakob, Laura Mastronardi, Betty Knowlton, Andrea Myers, Nancy Mills, Miss Borschke. 
SECOND ROW: Rina Marcovecchio, Linda Baerg, Marion Wilkinson, Kathleen Thomas, 




Wh.ile Juniors Cap-tu re S.W .0.S.S.A. 
"Victory! Victory! is our cry, 
V-l-C-T-0-R-Y!" This has got to be 
the most appropriate cheer any 
Leamington fan could yell for the 
Junior Lionettes. With the best 
team in recent years, the juniors 
easily swept over all opposition with 
a record shattering 11 straight 
league wins. However, their sole loss 
did not prevent the team from earn-
ing the E.C.S.S.A. and S.W.O.S.S.A. 
championships. 
In the scoring department, Wendy 
Jackson, Deb Sadler, and Sonya 
Ehrenreich were top point getters. 
Yet , it was the outstanding team-
work that kept the girls on the win-
ning side. With E.C.S.S.A. safely 
' --~ .. tucked under their belts, the Juniors defeated Kingsville in a two game total point series 65- 42. This vict-
ory sent the team to the Essex-Kent 
playoffs to battle Chatham Tecum-
seh for the S.W.O.S.S.A. laurels. In 
the first game, the girls took an 
early lead and emerged with a 25-
18 victory which gave them a 7 
point advantage going into the sec-
ond game. Victory rang tluough the 
halls of L.D.S.S. when on that 
glorious Friday evening the Juniors 
defeated the Tecumseh girls 37-J 8, 
wrapping up the series 62- 36. In-
deed, the success of the 1969- 70 
Junior Girls' team is undisputed, 
and the unity and spirit displayed 
were well worth the effort. 
LEFT: The scene was one of uncontroll-
' 
able joy as the Juniors captured the 
S.W.0.S.S.A. title for the first time in 
- - years. ABOVE RIGHT: Sonya Ehren-
reich sets a fast pace for Chatham 
Tecumseh to try to beat. 
Junior Girls' Basketball 
FRONT ROW L-R: Ruth McLean (manager), Rebecca Sleiman, Ann Fischer, Maria 
Corpolongo, Debbie Sadler, Laura Cascadden, Margaret Koppert, Sandra Madsoud, 
Zelia Franco, Miss Beach. SECOND ROW: Sonya Ehrenreich, Marian Kosciuw. Wendy 

















































































































































A Play Is More Tha·n 
Jane Pritchard and Andrea Myers skilfully apply cosmetics to actress Paula Pearsall. 
The theatre is one of the most 
popular forms of entertainment today. 
Here at L.D.S.S. we have three very 
active drama groups. 
The Senior Drama group this year 
is devoting its main efforts to the play, 
"Anne of Green Gables." Miss Ternan 
is being aided by Mrs. L. Brown in 
supervising this group. Mrs. Brown, an 
·amateur actress from England, is con-
tributing time and talent to the success 
of the eutire group . 
Marg McCullough and Randy 
Gulliver of Grade 13 have written a 
play and are directing the Junior Drama 
group in the presentation of this original 
work. 
The Intermediate Drama group, 
composed of Grade 12 students, is led 
by Mr. Gretes this year. This group 
applied its talents to the play "Luxury 
Cruise." 
JUNIOR DRAMA - FRONT ROW (L·R ): Keith Claxton, Bob Harrow, Gail Campbell, Larry Garwood, Janice Be/an. SECOND ROW: 
Don Kindt, Debbie Butler, Judy Toyne, Doreen Wells, Nancy Neily, Becky Sleiman, Karen McCarty, Becky Slater, Robin Mackenzie, 
Mary Friesen, Margaret McCuUough. THIRD ROW: Randy Gulliver, Dave Tippett, Ken Goodman, Robert Marshall, Allan Love, Kirk 







a Stage Production 
INTERMEDIATE DRAMA - L-R: Mr. Gretes, Mary Cacciavillani, Regina Redler, Roger Epp, Beverley Read, Sandra Campbell, Theresa 
George, Nancy Mills, Douglas Coyle, Blair Butler, Joyce Paley, Joan Langeman. ABSENT: Linda Baerg, Debbie Preston. 
SENIOR DRAMA - FRONT ROW (l-R): Suzanne Naeyaert, Mona Sleiman, Martha Grundner, Jane Pritchard, Chris Dyck, Margaret 
McCullough, Anna Matassa. SECOND ROW: Laura Cascadden, Paula Pearsall, Joyce Wickett, Denise Kmght, Ruth Mclean, Linda 
Sadler, Miss Teman. THIRD ROW: Jim Armes, Brian Kenna, Tom Tetzlaff, Robert Newlqnd, Bill Paterson. 
Glee Club: An Expression of Harmony 
Under the leadership of Mr. Cobbledick (above) and 
with the accompaniment of Diane Preston (right), this year's 
Glee Club completed another successful year. 
The members of the Junior and Senior Glee Club find singing 
one of the best ways to brighten their spirits. 
Under the leadership of Mr. Cobbledick, the combined Glee 
Club has performed on three different occasions this past year. As 
in previous years, the graduation ceremony in November was the 
first performance. The second performance was the Christmas 
concert which helped to instill in everyone the true spirit of the 
season and to release the tension of examinations. Finally, the 
Glee Oub's May performance, which featured such well known 
pieces from the Sixties as "What is a Youth?" from the movie 
"Romeo and Juliet", and "Consider Yourselr' from "Oliver", 
lived up to their highest expectations. 
All of the selections for the concerts were chosen by the music 
committee which consisted of Anna Wiebe , Brian Kipping, Bob 
Toews, Jim Armes and Wayne Wharram. The accompanists, 
Diane Preston and Kim Pulley, both did jobs worthy of praise. 
FRONT ROW: (L-RJ: Debbie Wiper, Helen Stein, Cindy Epp, Anne Preyde, Denise bepine, Geraldine Taylor. Carolyn Cours, Cathy 
Van Veen, Susan Epp, Lynne Tofflemire, Carolyn Pierce, Vally Martsche11ko, Debbie Tofflemire, Kim Pulley, Wendy Subity, Joa1111e 
Kippax. SECOND ROW: Brenda Latam, Helga Montier, Louise Wascher, Bernadette Whorton, Janet Atkinson, Debbie Bihun, Diane 
Unterschute, Prances Ou/alien, Henry Derksen, Charles Jacobs, Elizabeth Reid, Dione Shanks, Debbie Harrow, Janice Miller, Kathy 
Reimer, Anlle Penner, Carol Denys, Katherine Cours, Linda Cutting, Mr. Cobbledick. THIRD ROW: Karen Seefuss, Hilda Reid/, 
Doreen Towle, Patricia Petryschuk, Mory Hillman, Cathy Coatsworth, Mike Sallmen, Bob Toews, Paul Cornies, Dennis Towle, 
Wayne Wharram, Brent Heatlleri11gton, Sharon Preston, Brenda Mac Vicar, Diane Preston, Lorie Galloway, Susanne Dyck, Fay 
Tflden, Kathy Stewart, Susan Hacker. FOURTH ROW: Arva Leslie, Lorie Knight, Joyce Pinsonneault, Sharron Stockford, Irene 
Grant, Rosemary Massong, Don Taves, Brion Kipping, David Walker, James Armes, John Taves, Neil Shanks, Brent Walker, 
Carolyn Jacobs. Gail Fletcher, Linda Shaw, Carol Myronyk, Rosemary Symes, Anna Wiebe. 
Driver Education Benefits 
Future Motorists 
JUNIOR DRIVER EDUCATION: FRONT ROW: (L-R) Kae Setterington, Carol Baker, Mary Bell. Katherine Elias, Irmo Warkentin, 
Sharon Moouro, Wendy Sheldon, Leno !ngratta, Irene Niehus, Kathy Hyatt, Dolores Jeffrey, Diane Starek, Loralee Williams, Josee Le-
may, Zelia Franco, Dia11e Bateman, Sheila Charlton. SECOND ROW: Mr. E. Clark (Instructor), Den11is Miller, Brent Shanks, Barth 
Setterington, William Riley, Dave Schiefer, Gary Bondy, Roger Reid, Tracy Galloway, Jerry beniuk, Dave Omstead, Brian Morgan, 
Ron Derbyshire, Duncan Mclean, Charles Kippax. THIRD ROW: Mr. J.B. Dickin (Instructor), Mr. H. Dueckman (Instructor), Mike 
Healey, Danny Rosenfeld, Tom Hurst, Bill Bishop, Gary Atkinson, Tom Coulter, Rick Pearce, Rick Myers, Robert Gulliver, Richard 
Walls, Paul Healey, Keith Wilkinson, Mark Lobzun, Mike Epplett, Dave Ross, Ken lamb. 
SENIOR DRIVER EDUCATION: FRONT ROW: (L-R): Rose Marie Sieler, Jackie Brown, Debbie 1Yvvett, Sandra '1110ma11. Patty 
Baker, Janet Fillimore, Joan Omdal, Diane Dick, Debbie Dawson, Kathy Stewart, Judy Springtho,:pe, Karen Ouon, Judy Mollow, 
Cheryl Ribble, Susan Hewett, Fay Armstrong, Naomi Bell. SECOND ROW: Mr. R.E. Hewett (Jnstfuctor), Shelly Slater, Janet 
Lambier, Laura Bloomfield, Bryan loop, Tony Thoman, Tim Getty, Tom Baker, Harold Reid, Jim Williams, Doug Hairsine, Paul 
Priddi11g, Don Cobby, Debbie Sadler, Lorrie Thompson, Debbie Dawson. THIRD ROW: Mr. J.B. Adamache (Instructor), Fra11k 
Ehrenreich, De11nis Staudt, Reinold Kosciuw, Gerhard Krahn, Roger White, Jeff Oms read, Brian Johnston, Ken Sadler, Paul 




One of the most popular activities in our 
school is cheerleading. Nor rain, nor hail, nor 
lack of fans keeps them from making their 
enthusiastic cheers. Under the leadership of 
Kathe Torau and Susan Harrow, many new 
cheers, along with the old ones, are laugh t 
to the other cheerleaders. Their support has 
contributed greatly to the success of our 
teams in many interschool competitions. 
JUNIOR CHEERLEADERS: FRONT ROW: (L-RJ 
Mary Anne Bachmeier, Cheryl Cook. SECOND 
ROW: Lori-Sue Cole. THIRD ROW: Sandra 
Tofflemire, Sherrill Shepherd, Vicki Stewart. 
FOURTH ROW: Ruth Ann Rivers, Linda 
Martsche11ko, Loree Armstrong, Diane Nicol. 
FIFTH ROW: Shirley Klassen, Beverly Faubert. 
SENIOR CHEERLEADERS: FRONT ROW: (L-R) 
Wendy Sudds, Wendy Mason, Barbara Deziel. 
SECOND ROW: Kathe Tora11, Susan Harr()w, Kay 
Jackson, Helen Parish, Michelle Stockwell, Jill 
Robinson, Julie Hammond. THIRD ROW: Margie 
Flisak. FOURTH ROW: Diane Naeyaert, Debbie 
Cascadde11, Sandi Platsko. 
---L... 
Gymnasts Display Agility and Skill 
GIRLS' GYMNASTICS: FRONT ROW: (L - R): Jacquelyn Brown, Laurie Tetzlaff SECOND ROW: Judy Wahl, Roseanne Magri, 
Deborah Hodovick, Mary S,JJrowaniec, Kathy Ward, Karen Goddard, Rose Gubinczki, Jeannie Ropclzan, Cindy Herzinger. THIRD 
ROW: Helen Gradwell, Louise Haley, Joyce Wiper, Nancy Hammond, Cathy Mastronardi, Margo Stickney, Felicia Arnoldt, Joan 
Hurst, Margaret Koppert, Brenda Coffey, Miss Beach. FOURTH ROW: Susan Dunmore, Andrea Myers, Sonya Watson, Judy 
Coyle, Marian Kosciuw, Ann Bat tram, Jane Varga, Barbara Segedin, Loitise Anderson, Laurel Wigle, Mary Gradwell. 
BOYS' GYMNASTICS: FRONT ROW: (L-R): Bill Pike, John Penner, Werner Tober, Joe Freitas, Larry Garraway, Brooks Cook, 
Wilfred Grolman, Sigfried Stadler, Q1ris Frederick, Randy Frederick, Al Bachmeier SECOND ROW: Brion Keough held by 
Paul Sarkis, Marshall Beggs, Gary Froese, Harry Ediger, Dan Jones, Randy Getty, Rick Mi/kins, T~ny Thoman, Steve Oulahen. 
Gary Langeman, Paul Lemieux held by Kris Manery. THIRD ROW: Par Ribble, Mr. Purr, Bill Bennett, Ed Krahn, Bill Robertson, 
Roger Ferguson, Gary Tetzlaff, Terry McCormick, Danny Adams, Ron Tiessen, Rick Ferris, Bill Dobranski, Kenson Hall, Mr. 
McAdam. 93 
Skills for Future Enjoyment 
Audio-Visual Club 
\ • ' I 
I~ ~· 
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Jim Varga, Jim Bell, Robert Laba, Steve Cincurak, Kirk James, Mr. J. Adamache (leader), David Maxwell, Sean Dwyer, Chris Lemieux, 
Ellenor Nie/en, Allen Epp, Rick Glllliver, Fred Keown, Giles Lepine, Jane Bridgeman, Bob Harrow, David Lapos, Herbert Kreling, 
Jake Vanderbeek, Mike Mastronardi, Robert Mcbuosh, Rick Lyons, Clair Wales, Henry lngratta, Ron Lapos. 
,Ch·ess Club 
Left co Right: Richard Wigle, John Newland, Bill Bennett, Mr. Hildebrandt 




LIBRARY CLUB, FRONT ROW (L·RJ: Linda Sopper, Mrs. Mailloux, Mrs. Co/lens, Debbie Smith. SECOND RO 1\1: Marianne Balzer, 
Maria Vernaroli, Rosann Denkers, Connie Musgrove, Lynne Hillier, Linda Lane, Pat Kuhlmann. THIRD ROW: Linda Senedak, Brian 
O'Connell, Brenda Morgan, Bob MacPherson, Kim Alllhier, Kathy Sadler, Ingrid Boehm, Carol Froese. 
SECOND PICTURE: (L·R) Brenda Simpson, Joanna Wajda. 
I~ 
Public Speaking 
PUBLIC SPEAKING FRONT ROW: (L-R} Carol Froese, Jane Neily, Virginia Tiessen. SECOND ROW: Herbert 
Kre/ing, Bill Paterson, Roger Epp, John Taves, Paul Cornies, Robert Newland, Gordon Meuser, Mr. Driedger . 
.. 
95 
Sou-nd Mind in a Sound Body 
Weightlifting 
HOLDING WEIGHTS: Richard Tisdale, Tony George. FRONT ROW: (L-R) Tom Coulter; Gerhard Krahn, Augustina /ngratta, Doug 
Hillman, Tim Crawford, Bruno Labbate, Tim Gray, A11gelo Ligori, Tim Parker. SECOND ROW: Mr. McAdam, Eric Tiessen, Stanley 
Couture, John Paterson, Bob Plumb, Gord Baldwin, Dennis Tiessen. Jerry Be11iuk, Joe Hamza. Tonv Qement. Ron Galbraith. 
Armando Baltazar. John Moauro, Robert Laba, Robert Tiesse11, Miss Borschke. THIRD ROW: Bill Shaw, Richard Vodarek, Pat Ribble, 
Manuel Reis, Doug Down, Rick Myers, John Isley, Alessandro Diniro, Willy Krahn, Tony Eberhardt, Modesto /ngratta, Peter Jeffery. 
Wrestling 
FRONT ROW (L·R): Chris Frederick, Dennis Tiessen, Brian Harris, Dan Morgan, Bob Plumb, Jerry Benillk, Maurice 
Jacobs, Peter Duncan, Randy Frederick. SECOND ROW: Dave Beaupre, Paul Liebrock, Ed Krahn, Rick Ferris, Tony 
Sleiman, Mr. Davidson (coach). THIRD ROW: Dwight Watson, Jim Bishop, Bob Toews, Peter Fiss. Dick Thomas. 
Art Krohn sen·11 the 
,rll the birdie. 
100 Mile Club 
FRONT ROW: (L-R) Harold Schaffhauser, Paul Sarkis, Bill Pike, Don Cobby, Laurie Tetzlaff, Gail Fletcher, Josee Lemay, Judy 
Derbyshire, Janice Roach, Brenda Coffey, Laurie Helwig, Denise Knight, Miriam Grant, Laura Cascadden, Alice 11wmas, Linda 
Schmolinsf.."i, Randy Frederick, Peter Duncan, Chris Frederick. Siegfried Stadler. SECOND ROW: Mr. Gilbert, Alan Bachmeier, 
Reinold Kosciuw, Ed Krahn, Gary lAngeman, Paul Liebrock, Herb Gru11dner. Bryan O'Co11nell, To,ty Sleiman, Tim Crawford, 
Randy Pickle, Richard Ferris, Bill Bishop, Willy Krahn, Gary Froese, Augustino Ingra Ila, Mr. Carey . THIRD ROW: Werner 
Penner, Ron Johnston, Rick Myers, Bill Robertson, Ron Tiessen, Tom Vinall, Frank Ehre11reich, Pat R ibble, Terry McConnick, 
Dennis Hillman, Tim Hartford, Tony Clement, Doug Hillman, Tony Thoman, Bill Dobranski, Gerhard Krahn, Richard Will. · 
Badminton Club 
FRONT ROW: (L-R) Kathe Torau, Janet Ciliska, Karen McCarty, Janice Miller, Mr. I ves, Mrs. Gillies, Mika/ Shires, Judy Coyle. 
Joan Hurst, Pam Pridding. SECOND ROW: Wayne Robinson, Jim Bell, Siegfried Stadler, Steve Oulahe11, Larry Robi11so11, Peter 
Dyck, Jay Butler, Douglas Parsons, Frank Lutsch, Chris Frederick, Paul Sarkis, David Hatt. THIRD ROW: Dave Tippett, Randy 
Getry, Bill Burdick, Ed Krahn. Willy Krahn. Rick Myers. Art Krahn. John Paterson, Gary Froese, Neil McCarty. 
Mathematical M:ysteries 
Challenge Young Minds 
SENIOR MATH CONTESTANTS: FRONT ROW: (L-R}: Sandra Thoman, Paula Pearsall, Irene Grant, Brenda Morgan, Kathe 
Torau, Shelley Getty, Doreen Towle, Krystal Robinson. SECOND ROW: Al Bachmeier, John Lemieux, Paul Beaupre, Brian 
Kipping, Richard Wigle, David Malley. THIRD ROW: Mr. Hildebrandt, Sandy Pritchard, Frank Ehrenreich, Bill Paterson, 
Dennis Staudt, Reinold Kosciuw, Augustino Jngratta. 
JUNIOR MATH CONTESTANTS: FRONT ROW: {L-R}: Helen Jabbour, Anita Cornies. Karen Seefuss. Debbie Smith. Wendy 
Jackson, Janice Rusting, Carol Froese, Gail Fletcher. Janet Lambier, Shelley Slater. SECOND ROW: Elvira Cacciavil/ani, Kathy 
Schuchard, Larry Garwood, Randy Pickle, Garry Froese, Charles Jacobs. Jerry Beniuk, Ron Molzan, Anne Preyde, Margaret 
Koppert, Heather Gillett. THIRD ROW: Sandra Thoman, Rosemary Pereira, Wayne Wharram. Willy Krahn, Doug Bakes, 




Quartermasters: You Need It? 
T·hey'll Find It. 
[Left - Right): Wayne Robinson, Randy Pi.ckle, Tim Fa"ingron, Doug Lamb, Larry Robinson, Richard Henderson, William 
Burdick, Casey Moody, George Schiefer, James Muzyka, Dennis Hillman, Roy Hall, Roger Reid, Ken McCormick, Roger 
Bechard, David Hillman, Miss Borschke. 
ABO VE: Mr. Derksen explains to Sandy Pritchard and Anne 
Preyde the solution to an area problem. 
RIGHT: Randy Get ty, Randy Pickle and William Burdick 
keep the Physical Education equipment in repair. 
Students Relate to Their Community 
f!tJ "\\. ..... 
4-H Corn Club 
FRONT ROW: (L-R) Mr. Vorkapich, Paul Fiss, Carolyn Jacobs, Tom Tellon. SECOND ROW: Tom R eid, Peter Fiss, Brian 
Morgan, Charles.Jacobs, Gerald Terron, Barth Setterington, Kevin Kimball, Dean R eid, Robert Reid. 
Community Service Club 
FRONT ROW: (L-R) Doreen Anderson, Christine Taveime, Diane Kuli, Barbara Johns, Ellen LeBoeuf, Jane Bridgeman, 
Barbara Ribble, Barbara Stasso, Pat Whittle. SECOND ROW: (uR) Lisa Hansen, Heather Renau, Marianne Dietz, Susan Matteis, 
Theresa Garant, Marie Bechard, Miss Montgomery , Mrs. Moran. THIRD ROW: Pat Kuhlmann, Geraldine Vinall, Claudelle 







Lion's Roar News and Views 
ACTIVITY DEPARTMENT: FRONT ROW: (L·R) 
Terry Misener, !Arry Dick, Douglas Clement. 
SECOND ROW: Krystal Robinson, Brenda Brown, Debbie 
Bjorgan, Patricia Meuser, Randy Garant, Sharon Armes, 
Heather Gilleu, Jill Creswell, Michelle Hodovick. 
J 
~ 
PHOTOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT - FRONT ROIi/ (L·R): Chris 
Pererson, Sandor Antal, Beth Fletcher. SECOND ROW: Robert 
Adamson. Tim Bradshaw, Paul Munce, Helen Pimiskem, Neil 
McCarty, Howie Duncan, .Claire Wales. 
ABO VE: Howie Duncan. Assistant Editor of Lion's Roar; 
Krystal Robinson, Editor; and Mr. Unger, Faculty Advisor. 
LEFT: Shelley Tilden takes a critical look at the Lion 's 
Roar. 
Self-Expression Is ... 
BuddingjournaLists at L.D.S.S. have outlets in three dif· 
ferent publications to practise their writing ability. The 
Leamington Post and News generously offers student 
reporters a weekly column to keep the public informed 
of L.D.S.S. affairs. The Lion's Roar, the student news-
paper, under the editorship of Krystal Robinson and 
assistant Howie Duncan and Faculty Advisor Mr. Unger, 
devotes space to literary efforts, candid photos, and 
news articles. The third publication is the Phoebus Year-
book under the editorship of Mary Anders and assistants 
Linda Hillman and Craig Robinson and Faculty Advisor 
Mr. Graydon. The Phoebus is not only a record book of 
all students,. teachers, administrators and activities but 
also a pictorial story of student Life at L.D .S.S. 




SOCIAL DEPARTMENT - FRONT ROW (L·R ): Mary Rusbridge. 
Janet Healey, Ester lnciui. SECOND ROW: Helen Jabbour, Doris 
Schroeder, Debbie Caldwell, Jane Neily, Elvira Cacciavillani. 
u 
Doris Schroeder examines the winning photos from the 
Phoebus Photo Comest. Mr. Max Moran judged all of 
the photos. 11,e contest 11t1s the brainchild of Staff 
Photographer Sandor Antal. 
Mr. L.D. Graydon, Faculty AdPisor 
~ \ 
~] 
Craig Robinson, Assistant ) Ee. 
Out of Confusion, a Merging o~ Ideas: II 
SPORTS DEPARTMENT FRONT ROIi' (l·R): Sandy Prit· 
d1ard, Laura Mastronardi. SECOND ROIi': Brenda Dickin, 
Frank Solive, Julie Bryce, Bonnie Campbell, Betty Dundas. 
THIRD ROIi': Douglas Parsons, Patricia Unrau, Paul Munce, 
Miriam Grallf, Janice Reive. 
UTERAR Y DEPARTMENT: Linda Comies, Susan Ross, 
Ema Driedger, Mar.r{aret Nie/en, Barbara Hewett, Pauline 
Knight, Shelley Geuy, Kathy McIntosh, Virginia Tiessen. 
NO PHOTO AVAILABLE. 
Phoebus department editors and assistallfs busily work to com-
ReiPe, laura Mastronardi, Ema Driedger, Sandor Allfal, Larry 
and Kathy Mclllfosh. 
I i -
' t ' Editor Linda Hillman, Assistant Editor 
Phoebus '70 Is Born 
Plete final layouts. From left to right are Shelley Getty, Ja11ice 
Dick, li11da Comies, Mary A11ders, Ja11et Healey, Li11da J/illma11, 
..... (We) all consider society as a body in a state of improve-
ment, humanity as a changing scene in which nothing is, or 
ought to be, permanent; and (we) admit what appears to (us) 
today to be good, may be superseded by something better 
tOl/10"0\\I. 
-Alexis de Tocqueville 
"Democracy in America" 
It is in the light of the above concept that the Phoebus 
Staff presents to the faculty and students of L.D.S.S. the 
"Phoebus 1970". It has been a year of change and the 
Phoebus is reflecting that change in as many ways as pos-
sible-we hope a change for the better. We have experienced 
the challenge and excitement of developing new ideas, tearing 
them down , and rebuilding better ones--at times a frustrating 
but ultimately a satisfying process. 
The "Phoebus 1970" is the product of a team of involved, 
interested people. I am very appreciative of the skill and 
labour that went into the making of this book. I wish to ex-
press speciaJ thanks to Mr. Hume who allowed us the free-
dom to experiment; to Mr. Graydon who gave us support and 
guidance; to Mrs. Peterson who typed and proofread copy; 
to Mr. Max Moran who judged the entries in the Phoebus 
Photo Contest in which all of the classes so enthusiastically 
participated; and to my girl Friday, Linda Hillman. Credit 
and recognition must also be given to all of the editors and 
their assistants for their many hours of toil and for their 
patience with their greenhorn editor-in-chief. My thanks to 
everyone who contributed in any way. 
--Mary Anders, Editor 
.... 

